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5.1 The non-Austronesian languages centering in New Guinea are
partially flanked by aboriginal languages of Australia, which lies to the
south of New Guinea, and otherwise flanked by languages which be gong to
the Austronesian (Malayo-Polynesian) family. The numerous Austronesian
languages are scattered to the southeast (New Zealand), east, and north-
east of New Guinea, in the watery expanse of Polynesia; the languages
spoken to the north of New Guinea in the Caro lines and other islands of
Micronesia also belong to the Austronesian family, as do those spoken in
the Philippinea to the northwest, and in Indonesia to the west and southwest
of New Guinea. In short, the non-Austronesian languages centering in New
Guinea are flanked by Austronesian languages on all sides except the
off-shore south. But on the south coast of New Guinea itself, there are
some interspersed Austronesian languages. The languages so surrounded
might be called non-Austronesian non-Australian languages, or for short,
non-Austronesian languages, since they bear no traces of genetic relation-
ship with Austronesian languages and, only very possibly, traces of the
most remote relationship with languages in Australia.

These non-Austronesian languages extend from the Santa Cruz
Islands in the east, across all of New Guinea, as far as the islands of
Halmahera and Timor in the west. These languages are frequently known
as 'Papuan' languages, but many linguists now replace the term 'Papuan'
by 'non-Austronesian' on the grounds (a) that the languages in question do
not form a genetic group, (b) that 'Papuan' is not satisfactory even as a
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geographic designation, since these languages also appear outside of New

Guinea (see Arthur Cape 11, Oceanic Linguistics Today, and comments

thereon, CA 3.371-428, 1962). However, Greenberg is cited by Murdock

(Ethnology 2.123, 1964) as having postulated a phylum including the languages of the

Papuans of New Guinea and the non-Austronesian-speaking peoples in the

Solomon Islands and in Halmahera and Timor in the Moluccas, as well as

the Australians, Tasmanians and Andamanese. And Davenport says of

the non-Austronesian Santa Cruz Island languages that 'correspondences

with a number of items on Greenberg's unpublished list of "Indo-Pacific

Etymologies" do seem encouraging'. (CA 3.402, 1962).

Until the end of the 1950's all discusLions of the languages of New

Guinea which treated more than small closely related groups of languages

stressed the fact that the hundreds of languages spoken in a comparatively

small area seemed to be completely LL1related to each other except for a

few very small groups of immediate neighbors. Until this time little was

actually known about more than a few of the languages of New Guinea.

Limited survey and descriptive work had been published (then and since)

on some of the languages of West New Guinea by such Dutch scholars as

Anceaux, Boelaars and Cowan, and on the languages of Australian New

Guinea by Ray (especially for Papua), Capell (especially for the Highlands

and the Bogia district), and by a number of German and English mission-

aries. But for the vast majority of the languages, no linguistic data were

available at all.
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The situation in New Guinea linguistics was changed in the 1960's by

publication of the results of Wurm's survey work largely lexicostatis-

tical in the Highlands Districts stating e tplicitly relationships among a

fairly large group of languages. Depth in analysis is promised by intensive

work on a number of languages in Australian New Guinea by members of

the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and by other scholars, especially

from New Zealand.

Our list of non-Austronesian language groups low in part

genetic, in part geographic begins with the largest group of related

languages, the Central New Guinea Macro-phylum. It then lists other

New Guinea languages starting from the northwestern tip of the island and

proceeding in a generally counter-clockwise circle around the island. It

concludes with the languages of Santa Cruz, the So lonaons and Timor and

Alor. We do not attempt to include all of the names listed in the older

literature on New Guinea languages we have omitted those found in earlier

sources, as Ray, and those found in Wurm's earlier work, which are not

identifiable in terms of more recent, more comprehensive surveys of the

same areas.

CENTRAL NEW GUINEA MACRO-PHYLUM

On the basis of lexicostatistics, Wurm (Grouping of Languages in

the Highiands Districts of Papua-New Guinea, 1959) set up an 'East New
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Guinea Highlands Micro-phylum' consisting of a 'stock' composed of four

3

families and one language isolate, and more distantly related another

family and two additional language isolates. This micro-phylum includes

most of the languages of the three Highlands Districts of Australian New

Guinea and Papua. Since the recognition of this micro-phylum, a number

of languages outside the Highlands Districts in the Sepik, Morobe,

Northern and Western Districts of Australian New Guinea and in the cen-

tral highlands and southeast of West New Guinea have on the basis of

lexical and/or typological. similarities been said to be distantly related

to the East New Guinea Highlands Micro-Phylum (cp. Current Anthro-

pology 3.371-428, 1962). Assuming that these relationships can be demon-

strated to the extent that phylum relationships are demonstrable the

'changing linguistic picture of New Guinea' is changed even further by the

idea that languages which are related, however remotely, extend not just

over the Highlands, but over an area three times as great across the center

of New Guinea, and are spoken by a little over half of the estimated

2,180,500 speakers of non-Austronesian languages in New Guinea.

Our list below maximizes the membership of this macro- phylum

beyond that etated by any one specialist in the ar-za. It is maximized by

the inclusion of all groups said to be related to any group within the macro-

phylum, on the theory that if A is related to B, and B is related to C, then

A is related to C, whether or not the relationship has been demonstrated

or even asserted. (As noted below, many of the relationships within the
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macro-phylum are merely asserted; the composition of such a macro-

phylum is far from demonstrated.) The chains of relationship by which

the members of the macro-phylum are linked may be traced through the

comments given under various language groups below which state that a

given group is said by scholar X to be related to another group; under the

second group will be found the information that the second group is said to

be related to a third group, and so on.

The major subdivisions of the Central New Guinea Macro-phylum

are discussed below in the following order, starting with the largest mem-

ber, both in terms of numbers of languages and, overwhelmingly, in terms

of numbers of speakers.

(a) the East New Guinea Highlands Micro-phylum (5 families and 7 language

isolates), and counterclockwise around the island from the westernmost

languages of the macro-phylum;

(b) the Southeastern West New Guinea Phylum (1 family and a group of

languages of uncertain degree of relationship);

(c) the Ok-Oksapmin Phylum (2 families and 2 language isolates);

(d) the Binandere Phylum (1 family plus languages of uncertain degree of

relationship);

(e) the Kate Phylum (1 family plus languages of uncertain degree of rela-

tionship);

(f) the Ndu Family;

(g) the Ndani Family.
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East New Guinea highlands Micro-Phylum

Languages of the East New Guinea Highlands Micro- phylum are

spoken by some 748,000 people in the three Highlands districts of

Australian New Guinea. The Micro-phylum was established, and sub-

divided, by Wurm on the basis of percentages of shared apparent cognates

in a modified version of the Swadesh list. The Micro-phylum as described

by Wurm is composed of a 'stock', consisting of four families and one

language isolate, and one family and three language isolates which are

more remotely related to the languages of the stock'. Languages are said

to belong to the same family if they share 40%of the vocabulary on the test

list; languages belonging to the same branch ('sub- family') share more

than 60%. Languages of different families within the 'stock' share between

15 and 25%of the test list, and languages more remotely related to the

'stock' (but still in the Micro-phylum) share, on an average, between 4 and

12%of the test list with languages of the 'stock'. The high percentages of

shared items between languages of different 'families' within the 'stock'

may indicate that the 'stock', or possibly even the whole 'micro-phylum',

will turn out to be reconstructible as a single language family.

Wurm's earlier presentation of the composition of the micro-

phylum used a minimum of. 81%of shared vocabulary on the test list as the

criterion for dialects of the same language, but his more recent papers

(e.g., 1964) introduce the criterion of mutual intelligibility, which reduces
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the number of separate languages in the 'stock' from fitly to twenty-nine.
Languages are listed below in terms of this reduction by mutual intelligi-
bility.

The four families (and the language isolate) of the 'stock' are given
geographical designations in Wurm's later descriptions, which we follow.

Wurm's Preliminary Report on the Languages of the Eastern, Western,
and Southern Highlands of Papua-New Guinea (1957) includes a number of
dialect or language names not identifiable with those of his later works.
These are omitted here since most are names of locations which have

presumeably since been recognized to fall within the areas of dialects or
languages included in later lists. Numbers of speakers are based largely
on the 1959-60 census, after Wurm, 1964.

EAST NEW GUINEA HIGHLANDS 'STOCK'

Eastern Family

Languages of the Eastern (Gadsup-Auyana-Awa-Tairora, Nainantu)
family are spoken in the northeastern corner of the Eastern Highlands

District by over 30,000 people. Each of the first three languages listed
below constitutes a separate branch in Wurm's classification, but these
three are more closely related to each other, constituting a Gauwa branch,
than to the Tairora branch (Howard McKaughan, A Study of Divergence in
Four New Guinea Languages, AA 66, No. 4, Part Ti, pp.98-120) .

(1) Gadsup A garabe-Oyana, 15,227 speakers
(2) Auyana Usurufa (Uturupa), including the Kasena subdialect of
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Auyana, 5,263 speakers

(3) Awa, 1,185 speakers

Tairora Branch:

(4) Tairora, po3sibly including Suwaira, as well as (5) and (6), below,

8,181 speakers

(5) Kambairai 135 speakers

(6) Binumarien, 123 speakers

East-Central Family

Languages of the East-Central (Gende-Siane-Gahuku-Kamano-Fore)

family are spoken in the c antral half of the Eastern Highlands district and

in a small adjacent area of the Madang District by some 152,000 people.

Gende Branch:

(1) Gende (Iwam), 8,000 speakers

(2) Biyom, 400 speakers, in the Madang District

Siane Branch:

(3) Siane, with 15,336 speakers, is spoken in several dialects, including

Komunku (Komonggu), spoken by the .menyo tribe among others, Ramfau

(Lambau), Ono-Ketu, and Koreipa (Korefa) (Salisbury, AL 4:7.1-13).

(4) Yabiyufa (Yaviyufa, Jafijufa), 4,464 speakers

Gahuku Branch:

(5) Gahuku (Gafuku)-Asaro, including Gama, 22,987 speakers

(6) Benabena, 11,765 speakers

Kam an o Branch:

(7) Kamano-Kanite (Kemiju Jate)-Keigana (Keijagana Jate)-Yate (Jate)-
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Yagaria, 60,651 speakers

Fore Branch:

(8) Fore, 12,021 speakers

(9) Gimi, 16,735 speakers.

Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 7, No. 9

Central Family

Languages of the Central (Hagen-Wahgi-Jimi-Chimbu) family are

spoken by some 286, 000 people in the eastern half of the Western High-

lands District, with a small overlap into the Southern Highlands, and in the

western quarter of the Eastern Highlands. More detailed locations for

some of the languages of the family and information on the language situa-

tion in part of the Western Highlands are given in Gordon Bunn and Graham

Scott, Languages of the Mount Hagen Sub-district (Port Moresby, 1962).

Each of the first two languages listed below constitutes a separate

branch of family.

(1) Medlpa (Moglei, Hagen)-Aua-Gawigl, including other dialects as

Tembagla, 90,777 speakers

(2) Wahgi (Middle Wahgi), with dialects listed as: Gimi (by S.I.L.

workers, a different Gimi than that in the East Central family), Nangamp

(village)-Banz-Nondue Kuno, Kup -Mtnj, Pukamigl-Andegabu, Ktinjip, and

Karnbia; people south of the Wahgi River are collectively called Kuma,

those north of the river Ndanga, and both together Nangamp.

Jimi Branch:

(3) Maring (Yoadabe-Watoare. Karamba- Kambegl), 4, 241 speakers
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(4) Narak-Kandawo (Gandja), 12,900 speakers

Chimbu Branch:

(5) Chimbu (Kaman)-Nagane-Sinasina (Sinesine), including Tabare -Dorn

(Dom-Marigl-Gumine-Golin-Nondiri-Salt (Iui)), 119,257 speakers

(6) Chuave (Tjuave)-Elimbari, including Sua, 20,967 speakers

(7) Nomane, 3,68' speakers .

Chuave and Nomane, (6) and (7) above, are called one language,

Dene, with three dialects, Mami-Duma, Gai, and Siati, named 'to accord

with native usage rather than with the names of Government Rest House

sites' by Salisbury in reporting fieldwork in the area (AL 4:7.1-13).

West-Central Family

Languages of the West-Central (Enga-Huli-Pole-Wiru) family are

spoken by about 253,000 people living in the western half of the Western

Highlands and all across the Southern Highlands District.

Each of the first four languages listed below constitutes a separate

branch of the family.

(1) Le:nben, 600 to 700 speakers

(2) Huli-Huliduna, 54,000 speakers

(3) Mendi-Kewapi (Kewa)-Pole-Augu-Sau, 63,750 speakers

(4) Wiru, 11,541 speakers

Enga Branch:

(5) Enga (Caga, Tsaga, Tchaga)-Kyaka (Baiyer Enga), 119,000 speakers; lists of

Enga subdialects include :, Wape, Sau, Syaka (Tchax) , Laiap, Mae (Wabag),

ArT71111x-mirswirm-77-,- _7 _
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Maramuni, Wale-Tarua, Wapi, Paloko, Yandapu (Jandapu)-Taro-Muritaka,

Sirunki, Waka, and Kandep- Aruni- Karintsu.

(6) Ipili-Paiela, 4,500 speakers.

Duna Language Isolate

Duna is spoken by 14,000 people in the western end of both the

Western and the Southern Highlands Districts.

Kobon-Karam-Gants Family

The languages of the Kobon-Karam-Gants family are spoken by

10,000 people in the westernmost part of the central Madang District and

a small adjacent area in the Western Highlands District. Th:a family is

more remotely related to the four families and one language isolate above

than they are to each other, sharing on the average only 12%of the vocabu-

lary on the test list with those above.

(1) Kobon

(2) Karam

(3) Gants,

Language Isolates

Wurm lists three language isolates as members of the East New

Guinea Micro-phylum outside of i.e. more remotely related to the

members of the East New Guinea Highlands 'Stock'. One of these language

isolates Kutubu is placed by Loukotka (CA 3.415) on the basis of

further lexicostatisticss in a group including perhaps three other languages

. '-'10""911911Err".-..
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not mentioned by Wurm. Louicotka gives no information on degrees of

relationship between the languages of this group the 'Sesa Group';

further work may show that the languages of the group are members of

a family, rather than language isolates.

Mikaru is spoken by about 4,000 people in the eastern tip of the Southern

Highlands District and adjacent Eastern Highlands and Gulf Distvicts.

Mikaru shared 8% of the test list vocabulaiy, on an average, with languages

of the East New Guinea Highlands 'stock'.

Pawaia (Pavaia) is reported by Wurm to be spoken by less than 2,000

people in the northern part of the Gulf District and adjacent Eastern High-

lands. Capell (1962, p.139) reports Pawaia to be spoken by 'the pecples

of Namaina, Keka, Taraha, Sira and Sesa, and understood by those of Yo,

to the east', and 'the Sira number probably some 2,000'. Wurm regards

Pawaia as only dubiously belonging to the East New Guinea Highlands

Micro-phylum. Pawaia shared an average of 4%of the items on the test

list with the languages of the 'stock'.

Sesa Group:

Kutubu (Foi), spoken by 2,584 people in the south-central part of the

Southern Highlands District, shared an average of 12%of the items on the

test list with the languages of the East New Guinea Highlands 'Stock'.

Beside Kutubu and Foi, dialects listed include: Mubi, Fimaga, Ifigi and

Kafa.

Sesa-Ibukaira may be a dialect of Pawaia rather than a separate language;
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see Pawaia, above.

Ro-Keai- Bara

Foraba.

Ekagi-Wodani-Moni Family

The westernmost extension of the Central New Guinea Macro-

Phylum is the Ekagi-Wodani-Moni Family, consisting of at least three

languages spoken by 50,000 people in the Wissel Lakos (Lake Paniai)

area of the highlands of West New Guinea. Capell (1962) compares the

person marking systems and other morphological features of languages

in this family and languages of the Dem- Ndani- Uhunduni Family and con-

cludes that both familits are related to languages of the Central Highlands

(the East New Guinea Micro-Phylum) on a phylum level. Wurm (The

Changing Linguistic Picture of New Guinea, Oceania 31.121-36, 1960)

regards the relationship of the Ekagi-Wodani-Moni Family-to the Kamoro-

Sempan-Asmat Family, below, and 'perhaps also to a few other, numerically

insignificant, languages in south-western Netherlands New Guinea', as

appearing probable from J. H. M. C. ,Boelaars, The Linguistic Position

of South-Western New Guinea (Leiden, 1950).

The languages of the Ekagi-Wodani-Moni Family are:

(1) Ekagi (Kapauku), spoken by 10,000 people. Simoriand Yabi (Jabi) are

dialects of Ekagi,

(2) Wodani ( Wodani, Woda), spoken about seventy-five miles northeast

of Lake Paniai
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(3) Moni (Migani), including the dialect Awembak (Awembiak), spoken

over an area from ten to seventy miles northeast of Lake Paniai by

between fifteen and twenty thousand people.

Southeastern West New Guinea Phylum

South and east of the languages of the Ekagi-Wodani-Moni family

along and inland from the central south coast of West New Guinea are

spoken a group of languages which Capell and Wurm, after Boelaars,

consider largely on the basis of typological similarities in morphology

to be related to each other in varying degrees . At least three of these

languages clearly constitute a family. The estimate of 39,000 speakers

for the languages in this Kamoro-Sempan-Asmat family may apply rather

to the number of speakers of all the languages of the phylum.

Kamoro-Sempan-Asmat Family

The languages of the Kamoro-Semp; n-Asmat family are spoken

in the coastal and hinterland area between Lakahia Bay in the west and the

mouth of the Eilanden River in the east; they are:

(1) Kamoro, estimated to have between 7,000 and 8,000 speakers

(2) Sempan

(3) Asmat.

Southern West New Guinea Group

In the southern extension of West New Guinea south and east of

the languages of the Kamoro-Sempan-Asmat family are spoken a group of
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languages considered (on the basis of typological simIlarities in morphology

shown by Boelaars, 1950) to be related to each other These languages are:
(1) Yaqai (Jaqai, Mapi)

(2) Marind (Marind-Anim), the number of speakers of which is said to have

greatly decreased from a high of 8,000

(3) Boaz i (Boadj i, Bwadj i)

(4) Awyu (Awju, Mandobo), including Pisa and Sjiagha

(5) Yei (Jei), with 1,000 speakers

(6) Kanum, 300 speakers

(7) Moraori (Moraeri, Morari) , 50 speakers

(8) Makleu (Mak lew), ,120 speakers

(9) Yelmek, 350 speakers

(10) Mombum, 250 speakers.

These are presumably Wurm's 'few other, numerically insignifi-

cant, languages' to which the languages of the Kamaro-Sempan-Asmat

family may be related. The relationship of the languages of this group to

the Kamoro-Sempan-Asmat family is denied by Capell (1962, p.8), on the

basis of the same work of Boelaars' which leads Wurm to postulate a

possible relationship, "As Kamoro departs so widely in its atructure from

the other Languages it is here treated as representative of a different group

and so classed with those to the east of the Eila.nden River."

Boelaars' comparisons of the languages in this group included Kati,

which is here assigned to the Ok (Teleibmin) family. Capell (CA 3. 373,
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1962) suggescs that Boadji ( (3), above) may also be related to the Ok family.

Similarities between Kati and the languages of this group, or between

Boadji and the members of the Ok family, as well as between Boadji and

the other languages of this Southern West New Guinea group, may provide

further evidence that these West New Guinea languages belong to the Central

New Guinea Macro-phylum.

OK- OKSAPMIN PHYLUM

The languages of this phylum are spoken on the upper reaches of

the Sepik, Fly and Digoel Rivers, centering in the area of central New

Guinea where the border between the Sepik District and Papua's Western

District meets the West New Guinea border. As identified by Alan Healey,

this phylum is composed of two families and one or more language isolates.

The languages of this phylum are said by Wurm (AA 66, No. 4,

Part 2, p.80) to 'show connection with languages of the East New Guinea

Highlands Stock . . . largely similarities and agreements on the typologi-

cal level, some of them substantial, but with very little [though apparently

some] lexical agreement'.

Ok Family

On the basis of lexicostatistics, Healey has divided the Ok

(Telefolmin) family into the following branches and languages, as reported

by Wurm, Recent Comparative and Typological Studies in Papuan Lan-

guages in Australian New Guinea (1964). The population estimates given
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below are also from Healey, who gives 51,000 as the total number of

speakers of Ok languages.

Min Branch:

(1) Teleefool (Telefool, Telefomin), 4,100 speakers including the Falamiin

(2) Tifal, 3,000 speakers

(3) Faiwolmin (Faiwol), 3,000 speakers

(4) Bimin, 1,000 speakers

(5) Kawol, 400 speakers

(6) Iwoer, 1,500 speakers

(7) Ngalum, 15,000 speakers

(8) Mianmin, 1,500 speakers

(9) a language not yet named, 500 speakeri

Ningg rum Branch:

(10) Ninggrum, 3,500 speakers, possibly including the number of speakers

of Kativa

(11) Kativa

Kati (Kaeti, Muyu) Branch:

(12) Niinati (Northern) Kati, 8,000 speakers

(13) Metomka Kati, 4,000 speakers

(14) Yonggom, 2,000 speakers

(15) Digoeleesch

Sibil Branch:

(16) Sibil, 3,000 speakers
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Elsewhere, Wurm lists from Healey another name among the lowland group

of Ok languages Kowan, with 500 speakers but this list does not include

Digoeleesch, so Kowan may represent an alternate name for Digoeleesch rather

than another Ok language. Cape ll'b earlier list of the related languages in

this area, which has since been surveyed by Healey, includes four names

which presumeably do not represent additional languages, but, rather,

alternate names for or dialects of some of those listed above: Aran, Awin,

Aekyom and Bolivip.

Oksapmin Family

Languages of the Oksapmin family are spoken by some 4,000 people

in a relatively small area of the southern Sepik District with some overlap

into the Western Highlands District.

(1) Tarangap

(2) Gauguttanap

( 3) Tekin

(4) Wengbit

(5) Eriku (Eribu),,

Wurm reports that the language isolate, Dumut, also probably

belongs to this phylum as does 'the language of the Goliath pygmies, fur-

ther west in Indonesian New Guinea', presumeably Tapiro.

Binandere Phylum

The relationship between the languages of the Binandere phylum
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and those of the East New Guinea Highlands Micro-phylum is variously

described: 'at least a stock relationship [is] more than likely' (Capell,

CA 3.375), 'work which I did demonstrated . . . some kind of a lexical

acid structural relationship existed' (Wurm, CA 3.422), and "These

connections are largely similarities and agreements on the typological

level, some of them substantial, but with very little lexical agreement"

(Wurm, AA 66, No. 4, Pt. II, p . 80) .

Both Capell and Wurm speak of a Binandere family, with perhaps

25000 speakers along the coast of and inland in the Northern District for

which Wurm (1960) suggests Orokaiva (Orokaiwa) or Binandere-Tsia as

possible alternate names. Neither Capell nor Wurm lists the membership

of the family in any detail, though Wurm (1960) reports that the family

consists of perhaps five languages. Loukotka (CA 3.415) lists six sub-

groups in his Binandere 'group', but since the members of onit of these

are described by Capell (1962, pp.148-9) as showing 'no obvious relation-

ship' to the'Binandere languages', Loukotka's 'group' is here labelled a

'phylum' (see further comment under the Mailu phylum).

Nearly all of the language names mentioned or mapped by Capell

in the Northern District of Papua are included in Loukotka's list of the

Binandere group, except for the languages of the Mailu phylum in the

extreme southeastern interior of the district and Ubir, an Austronesian

language on Collingwood Bay. Listed by Loukotka were:

(1) Tsia-Yema-Mawai, of which at least Tsia is spoken in the Morobe
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District

(2) G iumu-Aru-Davera- Tahari

(3) Binandere (Binandele) - Berepo (Berebo)-Aiga-Amara

(4) Waseda-Yoda

(5) Totora (Totore)-Baruga-Adaua-Musa-Gewaduzu

(6) Maisin, spoken in the northern end of the Milne Bay District.

Interspersed among these on Capell's map of the Northern District

(19 6 2) are the following names, some of which may be synonymous with

names listed by Loukotka which do not appear on the map, some of which

may represent additional languages in the family or phylum:

Yarani shown as surrounded by the three dialects of language (1), above,

may well be another dialect of it.

The following four and Baruga, (5) above, are said to be related to a degree

'much the same as that between the Romance languages':

(7) Ewage (Ewa Ge, Notu)

(8) Orovaika (Orowaika), mapped south of the Binandere

(9) Kwarafe

(10) Aeka, perhaps synonymous with Aiga, (3) above, since one appears on

the map and the other in the text.

Interspersed with the names of the coastal languages of the family or phylum

are:

(11) Yega

(12) Dirou
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(13) Manugulasi (Managalasi), spoken by 3,000 people aouth of Popendetta1

is reported by S. I. L. workers to be a different language than Upper

Manuguiasi, and both are reported to be 'possibly separate from' the other

languages of the Binandere 'group'.

(14) Upper Manugula.si, spoken around Popendetta

(15) Onjob, further south on the coast than the other four, is more probably

not related; Capell implies its non-relationship in speaking of it among the

languages 'south of the Binandere family' (CA 3.375).

Kate Phylum

The Kfte (Huon Peninsula) phylum is described by Wurm as being

distantly related to the East New Guinea Highlands micro-phylum on the

same basis as the Binandere phylum, above.

Wurm (1960, p.130) describes the Kate phylum itself i.e., the

languages of the Huon Peninsula in the Morobe District as 'apparently

constituting a family or perhaps a stock consisting of about a dozen lan-

guages'. Capell (CA 3.373) says the languages of the Huon Peninsula have

'much structural resemblance among them', but also says (1962, p.79),

"It is true that practically all the known languages of the district are simi-

lar in construction to Kate, but they are often completely different in

vocabulary." Cape 11's statement about the vocabulary differences, as well

as the fact that for some of the languages 'little information is available,

and in others none at all', leads us to label the group as a phylum rather

than a family..
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Capell's (1962) map of the Morobe District shows the following non-

Austronesian names on the Huon Peninsula (except Kite, itself, not shown

on the map); Wurm gives 'over 40,000' as the total number of speakers:

(1) Kite (Wemo), about 1,200 speakers on the coast near Finchhaffen, but

Kite is spoken as a lingua franca over a much wider area, extending into

the Central Highlands districts

(2) Hube, about 6,000 speakers

(3) Ono, with a population of 3,000

(4) Selepet, 6,000

(5) Komba (Kamba) , 8,000

(6) TU./1*e , 9,000

(7) Uruwa , 3,000

(8) Yupna, 5,000

(9) Boana

(10) Migaba'

(11) Deduae

(12) Momale

(13) Bulum

(14) Warnola

(15) Mape.

In addition to those in the Morobe District, apparently at least one

language of the southeastern end of the Madang District may also belong to

the late phylum:
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(16) Erawa, 'an inland language, spoken by some thousands of people'.

Ndu Family

The Ndu (Maprik, Middle Sepik) family is said by Wurm (AA 66,

No. 4, Pt. II, p.80) to also 'show connection' with the East New Guinea

Highlands micro-phylum based 'largely [on] similarities and agreements on

the typological level, some of them substantial, but with very little lexical

agreement'.

Languages of the Ndu family are spoken in the area along the Middle

Sepik River, and between it and the coast, in the Sepik District by less than

60,000 people. After survey field work in the area, Donald Laycock estab-

lished the membership of the Ndu family as follows.

(1) Abe lam (Maprik), spoken in two dialects by 29,188 people

(2) Boiken, also with two dialects, spoken by 17,332 people from the

Tarawai Islands through a wider area from the coast well into the interior

(3) Iatmul, spoken by 7,887 people along both sides of the river, including

the Brugnowi, whose up-river dialect is called Nayura

(4) Sawos, spoken by 1,804 people between the Boiken and the Iatmul

(5) Manambu., spoken by 1,448 people, including the Buimanambu, along

the Sepik River immediately west of the Iatmul

(6) Yelogu, with 63 speakers northwest of the Manambu

(7) Ngala (Swagup), with 134 speakers on the Sepik River, west of the

Manambu.
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The languages of the Ndani (Dem-Ndani-Uhunduni) family are spoken

in the highlands of West New Guinea from east of the Carstensz Toppen and

the Doorman Top across the Baliem Valley. The total number of speakers

of the languages of this amily is variously estimated at between 110,000

and 200,000. The family consists of at least three languages, but the

'dialects' of some of these especially of Ndani, (1) below may actually

represent separate languages.

The place of the Ndani family in the Central New Guinea Macro-

phylum is stated by Wurm (1960, p.131): "It seems that this family is

related to the East New Guinea Highlands (Micro) Phylum."

Listed as the languages of the family are:

(1) Ndani (Dani, Morip, Geringoep), of which Capell lists as dialects:

Bokondini , node., Pesechem (Pesegem), Ibele and Timorini. Bromley's

survey of Dani dialects included the following: Wodo Valley, Lower Kiben,

Lower Bele, Lower Aikhe, Lower Grand Valley, Gorge Ndani, and West-

ern Ndani.

(2) Dem, including Dauwa

(3) Uhundunit including Enggipulu.

OTHER LANGUAGES IN NEW GUINEA

The non-Austronesian languages of New Guinea outside the Central

New Guinea Macro- Phylum are discussed below in a general counter-

clockwise order around the island, starting with the northwestern tip of
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West New Guinea (Irian Barat). Our grouping of languages below is in part

genetic as indicated by the labels 'family' and 'phylum' and in part

geographic.

For most of the languages ox New Guinea, even tentative or 'by

inspection' assignment to genetic groups is not possible, not because these

languages are necessarily so diversified that relationships are impossible

to discover, but because these languages are simply unknown linguistically.

Even those languages which are assigned to 'genetic' groups may sometimes

be so assigned on the basis of geographic rather than linguistic criteria.

WEST PAPUAN PHYLUM

Partly on the basis of lexicostatistic comparisons of brief vocabu-

laries and partly on the basis of typological similarities in morphology,

H. K. J. Cowan (Oceania 28.159-66, 1957) postulates a relationship on the

phylum level between the languages spoken in the northern part of the

Indonesian island of Halmahera (northwest of New Guinea) and most of the

languages of the Vogelkop Peninsula of West New Guinea. Comparisons of

these languages made thus far, however, are of such a limited nature that

the relationships of languages within the phylum can only be stated in terms

of groups of languages more closely related to each other than to languages

in other groups No reconstructions have been attempted, so relationships

cannot be stated in terms of families and branches, but the relationships

between members of each of the groups below appear to be no less close

than between members of language families (perhaps some pairs of names
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within the same group may even represent dialects of the same language),

and some of the groups may be related as branches of the same family.

Cowan groups the languages of the West Papuan phylum as follows,

North Halmahera Group (subgrouped after Salzner (1960);

the only languages listed which "ere not included in Cowan's sample were

Ka'u, Madole and the dying Ibu):
Northwest:

(1) Loda

(2) Tobelo, with three dialects:

a. Tobelo-Gamsungi:

Gorua

Kokarlamo

iii. Wohia

iv. Kupa-Kupa

v. Gamsungi

b. Tobelo-BoEng:

Mawea

Pediwang

Bdbile

tv. Lollobatta

v. Buli

vi. Morotdi, including Tugutil

c. Dodinga

(3) Tabaru
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Central:

(4) Ka'u

(5) Pagu (Isam), includink, TOloliku

West:

(6) Wgioli, with two dialects:

a. Sahu'u

b. Wgioli

(7) Mad (Modo le)

(8) Gale la

(9) Ibu

South:

(10) Ternate

(11) Tidore

Western Vogelkop Group:

(12) Moi, spoken on Salawati Island off the western tip of Vogelkop

(13) Mosana, also on Salawati Island

(14) Kalabra

(15) Moraid

(16) Madtc

(17) Karen

Central Vogelkop Group:

(18) Ayamaru (Ajamaru)
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Northern Vogelkop Group:

(19) Arnberbaken

Southern Vogelkop Group:

Subgroup A:

(20) Konda

(21) Yahadian (Jahadian), including Nerigo

Subgroup B:

(22) Kampong Baru

(23) Ptvgagi

Probable additional Vogelkop group:

(24) Arfak

(25) Hattam.

Since the Vogelkop languages included in the phylum extend all around

the peninsula, except for its eastern end, Cowan feels that other (uncom-

pared) 'Papuan' languages in the area may also belong to the West Papuan

phylum. Such other possible members would include the following addi-

tional languages mentioned in Cape 11 (1962):

(26) Mansim

(27) Meyach

(28) Maibrat

(29) Kaibus

(30) Mogao

(31) Samalek.
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EASTERN VOGELKOP PHYLUM

Excluded from the West Papuan Phylum, with the note that they may

not be excluded 'once for all' are two languages of the eastern end of the

Vogelkop, assumed by Cowan to be related to each other on a phylum level:

(1) Mantion-Manikion

(2) Mans ibaber

BOMBERAI PENINSULA

On typological grounds, Cowan excludes the Papaw/ languages of the

Bomberai Peninsula from possible membership in the West New Guinea

Phylum.

J. C. Anceaux (Languages of the Bomberai Peninsula, Nieuw-Guinea

Studibn 2.109- 21) considers these languages to be possibly related not bnly

to each other but also to languages in the Vogelkop "If the relationship

of these Papuan languages can be proved, it would be certain that they

would be related to the languages of the Vogelkop, for Barau is clearly

related to Arandai on the opposite side of the MacCluer Gulf." Arandai, a

dialect of Yaban, however, is outside (southeast of) the area of Cowan's

West New Guinea Phylum and hence might prove to be an extension of the

Bomberai Peninsula languages into the Vogelkop, rather than a Vogelkop

(West New Guinea Phylum) language with relationship to languages of the

Bomberai Peninsula.

Though unable to relate all the Bomberai languages to each other,

Anceaux is able to identify some of them as being closely related to each
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other in four groups:

I.

(1) Yaban, spoken on the southeast coast of the Vogelkop, including the

dialects Arandai and Weriagar

(2)

II:

(1) Iha (Kapaur), with 5,500 speakers

(2) Baham, with 450 speakers

(3) Karas, with 170 speakers.

(1) Asienara (Asianara), with 700 speakers

(2) Iria (Kamrau) , with 850 speakers.

Barau, with 150 speakers.

IV:

(1) Mairasi (Kaniran), with 1,000 speakers

(2) Etna Bay.

Other probably Papuan' languages, for which no interrelationships have

been demonstrated, which are mapped or listed by Capell (1962) on the

Bomberai Peninsula, are:

Tanamerah, with 400 speakers -' not the same language as the Tanamerah

which is a dialect of Sentani, below

Modan

Kaitero

Patimuni
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NORTH PAPUAN PHYLUM

H. K. 3. Cowan proposes a North Papuan Phylum to include the lan-

guages spoken on the Upper Tor River (in the area east of and inland from

Sarmi on the northeastern coast of West New Guinea) and those spoken on

the Tami River (in the area east of and inland from Hollandia). Cowan

assumes that the unknown intervening languages may also belong to this

phylum.

The Tami group of this phylum includes:

(1) Sko-Sangke (1,530 speakers in the Hol Landis. area of West New Guinea) -

Vanimo- Wutong (less than 2,500 speakers in the Vanimo area of the Sepik

District of Australian New Guinea)

(2) Arso (600 speakers)

(3) Awye (Awje) -Nyao (Njao) - Tabu (400 speakers), extending into

Australian New Guinea

(4) Wembi (Yeti) (350 speakers)

(5) Skofro (50 speakers)

(6) Ampas

(7) Waris (the combined number of speakers of Waris and Ampas is

estimated to be 2,000)

(8) Molof (400 speakers)

(9) Wina
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(10) Dera

(11) Kaimerop

(12) Wagarindem.

One additional language is listed for northeastern West New Guinea

on which not enough information has been obtained to classify it, but it ma y

also belong to this group:

(14) Djanggu.

Language names given by Capell for the Upper Tor River area

include:

(15) Kwerba

(16) Berrik

(17) Saberi

(18) Dabe

(19) Bonerif

(20) Ittik

(21) Mander

(22) Foja.

SENTANI-DEMTA-NIMBORAN PHYLUM

Between the Upper Tor and the Tami halves of the North Papuan

Phylum, in the area from the east end of Lake Sentani to the coast, there

are two languages related to each other on a phylum level, according to

Cowan:

(1) Sentani, spoken in three dialects: Sentani proper, Nafri, and Tanamerah
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(Tana Merah) by an estimated 6,000 people

(2) Demta.

West and south of Sentani and Demta there is a group of language,

that are closely related to each other either as members of a language

family, or possibly, as dialects of a single language, Nimboran. These

Nimboran languages are reported by J. C. Anceaux (The Nimboran Lan-

guage) to be related less closely than to each other to Sentani and

Demta and to Uria, a language spoken immediately southwest of Nimboran.

Nimboran

Kamtuk

Kwansu (Kuangsu, Kw?Tsu)-Bonggrang

Great

Mekwei (Menggwei and apparently Demenggong (Demenggeng)-Waibron

Bano, described by Capell in the area in which Anceaux locates the Mekwei)

(8) Uria.

FREDERIK HENDRIK ISLAND

The only remaining group of languages in West New Guinea for

which relationships to larger groups of languages have not yet been sug-

gested are those found on Frederik Hendrik Island, just west of south-

eastern West New Guinea. Capell (1962) reports, "there is as yet no

indication of the relationships of the three amongst themselves". The

three are:
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Kimaghama, 3,000 speakers

Riantana, 1,100 speakers

Ndom, 450 speakers.

Capell maps also Oser, which may be a dialect of or an alternate name for

one of the above.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF' THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF PAPUA

Between the languages of the Ok family in the northwestern part of

the Western District and the languages of the Kiwai family on the coast,

there are a number of languages for which so little information is availa-

ble that it is impossible to state relationships among them.

One of the most northern of these is Debepare spoken by some

2,000 people north of Lake Murray.

In the area around the southern end of Lake Murray and southward

on the Fly River are several languages reported by Capell to share, at

least, the feature of having velar fricatives and back velar stops:

Kuni, spoken west of Lake Murray on the Fly River, may share these

phonetic features with the other languages listed below

Dea, spoken east of Lake Murray

Zimakani, spoken on the Fly River south of Lake Murray by 1,200 people

Suki, spoken by 1,000 people on the Fly River below the Zimakani, is the

southernmost language for which Capell specifically mentions the velar

feature.
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Wiram, a name used by Williams (1936) as a cover term for languages of

the Suki-Garamudi area, may represent another language of the group, as

may

Garamudi.

The languages in the area south of the Fly River between the West

New Guinea border and the Fly Delta are divided into four additional

geographic groups by .?. E. Williams (Papuans of the Trans-Fly, Oxford,

1936). Languages included in this area are listed from west to east:

Semariji, with a population of 363 in 1926, and in the same geographic

group,

Gambadi, with a 1926 population of 454, which may belong to the same family,

since Capell reports that they 'appear to be closely connected with each

other'.

Keraki, with a population of 406 in 1926

Mikud

Tagota, in the same geographic area as

Weridai.

Additional languages mentioned by Capell in the same area are:

Boka

Oriomo, spoken by around 500 people, and

Kunini, just east of the languages listed above, and to the north of these

two along the south bank of the Fly are:

Anduru
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Capell's (1962) map of the Western District of Papua shows three

languages in the area east of the Strickland River and north of the Fly River

and also north of the Kiwai languages; these three are, however, not men-

tioned in the text:

Jupei

Bosavi

Kamura .

KIWAI PHYLUM

To the languages of the Kiwai family, below, Loukotka (CA 3.415)

relates by lexicostatistics the following languages, which, for lack of

information on any closer or family relationships among them, are here

considered language isolates in a Kiwai phylum:

Adiba

Gaima

Girara

Gogodara, spoken from the north bank of the Fly inland toward the Aramia

River

Tirio.

Miriam (Mer), spoken on Murray island in the eastern Torres
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Straits, is said to be very similar in structure to Kiwai, and may also

belong to this phylum. (For a discussion of Miriam phonology and its

influence on .-eighboring Australian languages, see Indo-Pacific Fascicle

Six, 6.2.)

Kiwai Family

Languages of the Kiwai (Kiwai-Kerewa) family are spoken by at

least 20,000 people along the coast from Mabuduan in the Western District

to the east as far as the Era River in the Gulf District, inland along the

rivers and on the islands of the Fly Delta and near the coast. Wurm (1960),

describes the family as consisting of 'eight very closely interrelated lan-

guages some of which are almost dialects'. From Wurm's Study in the

Kiwai Languages (Acta Ethnologica et Linguistica, 1951) these appear to be:

(1) Island Kiwai, with 3,000 native speakers plus others who know it as a

second language, divided into at least three dialect groups Kiwai Proper,

Doropodai and other Kiwai Island groups, possibly Kubira, and perhaps

Hiwi and Hibaradai

(2) Coastal Kiwai, with less speakers than Island Kiwai, includes three

dialects: Mawata-Turituri, Peran and Sui

(3) Doumori (Domouri), including possibly Pagona as a dialect

(4) Wabuda, spoken in two island dialects Wabuda and Casoa and one

coastal dialect Sogero

(5) Sisiaini, spoken on the Bamu River in possibly four dialects

Sisiaini, Maipani, Oropai and Damerakaram
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(6) Mb-trip also spoken on the Bamu River, in three dialects Dibiri,

Pirupiru and Bun.iki

(7) Kerewa-Goari-Turama River, also called Goaribari, spoken on the

lower Turama River and in the southern part of the Kikori Delta in the

Gulf District by some 12,000 people

(8) Urama-Iwainu-Era River, spoken east of Kerewa in the Gulf District.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE
GULF DISTRICT OF PAPUA

Inland from the languages of the Kiwai family in the Gulf District

and between the Kiwai languages and the languages of the Vailala-Orokolo-

Toaripi family further east on the coast are a number of languages about

which almost nothing is known. Those mentioned or shown on the map of

the district by Capell (1962) are given below.

Capell reports that 'much vocabulary is common' in the languages

of the 'upper Turama and Paibuna Rivers, probably including the Omati

River'. Languages named for the area include Kibene, Kasere, Waiiemi,

and possibly Wariadai, which appears on the border between the Western

and Gulf Districts.

At the delta of the Tuarama River the map shows Pepeha on the

east and Morigi Island on the west; neither of these is commented on in

the text.

North of the Kikori Delta and the Kerewa.speaking people are the

Dumu (Rumu, Kairi), and immediately to their east, the Poromi. Both
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languages are reported to be 'quite distinct' from Kerewa and from each

other.

To the north and east of these in the area of Mt. Favenc are the

Harahu, estimated to number about 5,000, and the Songu. A little further

north, on the islands in Lake Tebera, are some 1,000 speakers of Mamisu.

To the east of these people, in the area near the border with the

Eastern Highlands of New Guinea, are the Pavaia, whose language belongs

to the Central New Guinea Macro-Phylum discussed below

Below the Pavaia, on the eastern side of the Purari River in the

coastal area are the Koriki. Koriki (Namau), spoken by around 15,000

people, has been studied and used by missionaries for about fifty years;

some native speakers are literate in this language.

KUKUKUKU FAMILY

Wurm (1960) lists as one of the 'groups of interrelated languages'

of New Guinea 'a group [with 'tens of thousands of speakers'] consisting of

several [but presumeably not all] of the languages spoken by "Kukukuku"

type natives on the Watut River in the Menyamnya area and to the east and

west of the latter'.

Capell mentions specifically only two of the Kukukuku languages,

Obi and Kavipori, which he locates further south in the Morobe District,

extending into the northeastern part of the Gulf District, reporting that they

are apparently related to Samberigi, which he shows on a map as further
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north and west in an area shown as uninhabited on Wurm' more detailed

maps. Wurm later (AA 66, No. 4, Part II, p. $n, 1964) lists (and else-

where maps) four" cakukukull languages, interrelated on [a] family level',

spoken in the southeastern tip of the Eastern Highlands District. Their

combined list of members of the family, which p.:esumeably includes other

languages, is:

(1) Obi

(2) Kaviropi

(3) Samberigi, perhaps to be identified with Simbari, below

(4) Simbari, with about 1,900 speakers

(5) Wantakia, with 1,000 to 1,500 speakers

(6) Barua, with 1,000 to 2,000 (S. I. L. reports 5,000) speakers

(7) Yagwoia (Yeghuye, Menyamnya),with 1,500 speakers in the Eastern

Highlands and perhaps another 1,500 speakers in the western part of Morobe.

Cape 11's map of the Morobe District shows two other language names

in the same area, which may represent two additional languages in the

(8) Banir, on the Eastern Highlands-Morobe border, above the Yagwoia

(9) Mumeng, east of the Watu.t River. Mumeng is probably the language

identified by S. I. L. members as Buang-Mangga spoken by 7,000 people

near Mumeng

VAILALA-OROKOLO- TOARIPI FAMILY

-long the eastern coast of the Gulf District, east of the delta of the
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Purari River, are spoken the languages of the Vailala-Orokolo-Toaripi or

Kerema family. A total of over 30,000 people speak the four languages of

this family.

The first three of the languages listed below are said to be much

more closely related to each other than any of them is to the fourth.

(1) Orokolo, spoken immediately east of the Purari delta by some 12,000

people

(2) Vailala, east of the Orokolo, 5,000 speakers

(3) Kerema, east of Vaila la, 000 speakers

(4) Toaripi, 10,000 speakers of various dialects including Elema and

Milareipi.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF PAPUA

The people of the western coastal area of the Central District speak

Austronesian languages, but those of the interior behind them speak a

number of non-Austronesian languages about which little is known. Names

of tribes, or languages, in the area include:

Afoa

Fuyuge

Apekove

Hunjara, on the Northern District border, south of Mt. Scratch ley.

In the eastern half of the Central District Capell maps the following

non-Austronesian languages in the area between the languages of the Koita-
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Koiari family and those of the Mai lu phylum:

Mulaha, on the coast just south of Motu (an Austronesian language)

Kwale, inland from Mulaha

Seramina and

Kokila, both further inland from the two above

Oraiiu, and

Gebi, both inland from Macfarlane Harbor.

KOITA-KOIARI FAMILY

In the area arouno. Port Moresby in the Central District and inland

as far as or over the border of the Northern District, the languages of the

Koita-Koiari family are spoken by a population estimated as numbering in

the thousands.

(1) Koita is spoken around Port Moresby by people among whom many

Motu have settled; all Koita are said to be bilingual in Motu, an Austronesian

language

(2) Koiari is spoken immediately inland from Koita

(3) Efogi

(4) Biagi is more distantly related to the three preceding languages than

any other of the three are to each other. It is spoken in a wider area

near the border of the Northern District.

(5) Wovanga, spoken in the Northern District, may represent another

language of this family, or may be only remotely related to it.
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(6) Chirima, on the Central-Northern District border, may also be only

remotely related to the family.

MAILU PHYLUM

On the basis of 'lexicostatistical stuc.ies which are as yet not

terminated and are unpublished', Loukotka presents 'preliminary'groupings
rf some of the languages of southeastern Papua. Loukotka's findings are

presented as lists of names arranged in terms of 'groups' with numbered

subdivisions, each of which includes from one to eight names, without

comment on degrees of relationship involved in either the subgroups or

the larger groups.

Loukotka's 'groups' are here labelled 'phyla', rather than 'families',

because the information on most of the languages in the area consists of

such 'brief vocabularies only' that it would as yet be impossible to show

family relationships (by detailed reconstruction of the proto-phonology) ,

except where close family relationships are clear by inspection; but the

relationship between all the members of every 'group' cited is apparently

not close enough to be seen by inspection, as suggested by Cape state-

ment (demonstrated by a very brief vocabulary, 1962, pp. 148-9) that two

of the subgroups of one of Loukotka's 'groups' 'show no obvious relation-

ship'. When more data are available for comparative work on these lan-

guages, it may, of course, be demonstrated that these 'phyla', or some of
them, are actually families.
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There is no clear evidence as to whether those of Loukotka's sub-

groups with more than one member are single languages spoken in more

than one dialect or sets of very closely related languages. Of the names

meltioned by Loukotka which are shown on Capell's maps (1962), those

belonging to the same subgroups are shown as immediately adjacent to

each other, with rare exceptions; in the case of one of the subgroups

that including Mai lu, belo- Capell speaks of other members, as Magori,

as 'dialects', and Wurm speaks of one of the groups, for which Loukotka

has six subgroups, as consisting of 'perhaps five . . . distinct languages'.

Each of Loukotka's subgroups is, therefore, treated as a single language

below, though some of those for which several 'dialects' are listed may

actually be more than one language.

Languages of the Mai lu phylum are spoken along the coast of the

eastern end of the Central District, with some overlap into the Milne Bay

District, and inland well into the Northern District. They are listed by

Loukotka (CA 3.41.5) as:

(1) Neme-Buari-Okaudi-Doriaidi-Oiwa-Moikoidi, centering in the southern

bulge of the Northern District; Abia mapped by Capell in the same area may

also be a dialect of this language

(2) Dibogi- Bori (Bo li), slightly further north and east in the Northern

District

(3) Kororo, still further north

(4) Saroa-Bauwaki (Bawaki)-Yabura-Avini, ranging from the Northern
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District into the eastern interior of the Central District

(5) Domu-Morawa-Keveri-Merani-Monoma, along the coast and into the

interior of the Central District

(6) Lauuna

(7) Mailu-Magori-Magi-Dedele-Domara- Burumai-Nemea- Lauwa , along

the easternmost coast of the Central District and the western edge of the

Milne Bay District

(8) Binahari-Oloku, inland from language (7), above.

DIMUGA PHYLUM

The indigenous languages of the southeastern half of the Milne Bay

District are all Austronesian, while, except for one or two languages on

the east coast, those of the northwestern half are all non-Austronesian.

Apart from Mailu on the extreme southwestern coast, nearly all the lan-

guages of the northern half of the Milne Bay District appear to belong to

one cognate language group Loukotka's 'Dimuga group', here labelled

a phylum (see the comment under Mailu phylum, above). These are listed

below in a roughly north to south, west to east order, as far as their

locations are shown on Capell's map of the Milne Bay District (1962).

(1) Pue-Maneao-Kwatewa-Galeva

(2) Dimuga-Jimajima-Udama-Nawp

(3) Bagoi- Liba- Paiwa

(4) Tevi-Pumani

(5) Gwoira-Gwoiden-Makiara.
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Two names not otherwise accounted for are shown in the same area

on Capell's map, Umanakaina on the southern side of Goodenough Bay, where

it is flanked by languages of the Austronesian family to which it may also

belong and Moibiri along the northern border of the district, with one

language of the Binandere phylum south of it, so that Moibiri might also

belong rather to the Binandere phylum.

YELE

Only one of the languages of the islands of the Milne Bay District is

not Austronesian Ye le, spoken by some 1,500 people on Rossel Island.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE MOROBE DISTRICT

Cape 11's language list for the Morobe District (1962, pp . 83-8),

includesover 100 non-Austronesian names, largely gleaned from C. A.

Schmitz, Historische Probleme in Nordost-Neuguinea (1960). Fifteen of

these names are either mentioned in the text as belonging to the Kite (Huon

Peninsula) phylum or are located on the Huon Peninsula on the accompany-

ing map of the Morobe District. Another half dozen or so can be accounted

for as languages belonging to other groups the Kukukuku family, the

Binandere phylum, or the East New Guinea Highlands micro-phylum. On the

basis of fieldwork in the area, Donald Davis has identified seventeen of the

names as names of dialects of, or villages which speak, one language

Wantoat, below. In addition to probable synonyms for, or local areas of,

languages otherwise listed, the remaining names represent an undeter-

minable number of other languages in the Morobe District on which no
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linguistic information is available.

Because so many of the names on Capell's list have been identified

as village names with no reference to language, it would be meaningless to

repeat the remaining names here. However, a number of languages of the

Morobe District which do not appear to belong to the Kate phylum or the

Kukukuku family are being studied by members of the Summer Institute of

Linguistics. Donald Davis supplied the following information on these upon

which linguistic work is being done.

Mid-Waria (Guhu Samane) is spoken by about 4,000 people on the

middle course of the Waria River near Garina in the southern part of the

district.

Wantoat-Awara-Wgpu is spoken on the headwaters of the Leron

River in the north central part of the district by about 7,000 people. Vil-

lages in which Wantoat is spoken include: Arawik, Bumbum, Bungam,

Dorim, Ewok, Ginonga, Gusiparang, Gwambon, Gwangwangwak , Gwapnsit,

Kubung, Manambam, Matup, Taput and Gabmorbi. (W64pu is the native name

of the dialect spoken between the villages of Dorim and Gusiparang; 'Mina',

sometimes reported as another dialect or language, is the word for what

in one of the dialects.)

Kunimaipa is spoken by 8,000 people from south of Garina in the

Morobe District over the border into the Central District.

Weri (Well) is spoken north of Garina by about 19,000 people.

Yabi (Unguna) is spoken north of Menyamnya by. 800 people.
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Langimar is spoken near Menyamnya by 625 people.

Biangai is spoken near Wau by 880 people.

Erap is spoken on the Erap and Rumu rivers just north of Markham

by 2,000 people.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE
HIGHLANDS DISTRICTS

On the fringe areas of the Highlands Districts are spoken a number

of languages which do not appear to be related to the languages of the Cen-

tral New Guinea Phylum. Besides the languages of the Kukukuku Faintly,

these include the following, listed by Wurm, AA 66, No. 4, Part 2.

Waisera, with 200 speakers

Ganati, with 300 speakers

Wapi, with 300 speakers (apparently not the Wapi which is a dialect of

Enga in the West-Central Family)

Kewa (Hewa), with 2,000 speakers in the northwestern part of the Western

Highlands, is 'perhaps' related to Fasu and Kaibu, below.

Fasu, with 350 speakers in the extreme south central part of the Southern

Highlands District, may be related to Kewa, and is more probably related

to Kaibu.

Kaibu, with 400 speakers north of the Fasu, may be a dialect of the same

language as Fasu.

Other languages, spoken in the western part of the Eastern High-

lands District, reported by members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
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Gorora, spoken south of the Puraxi. River

Lagaria (Siake), spoken south of the Purari River near the confluence of the

Mai and Purari Rivers

Boumai (Bomai), spoken south of the Purari River. (Donald Davis reports

that this may by the general designation of the Chuave for south people

and so may represent more than one group.)

Jani, spoken south of the Boumai areal

And on the southeastern border of the Eastern Highlands District:

Waffa, with 900 speakers.

MADANG (BOG IA) PHYLUM

Some relationship apparently exists among nearly all the languages

of the Madang District from its northwestern border with the Sepik District

along the coast and irr-liediately inland as far east as the northern side of

Astrolabe Bay beyond Madan.g. The relationships between neighboring lan-

guages in some of the sub-areas are close enough to be obvious, but the

relationships between the languages of different areas are more remote and
f

less certain. No comparative, work has yet been done, but Capell reports

(CA 3.373), "There is probably at any rate a phylum connection of the

Bogia group with the Mugil languages and those in the hinterland of Madang."

(Cape 11 also reports for these languages the occurence of a feature of verb

morphology shared by the languages of the East New Guinea micro-phylum

and the Kate phylum, but this shared morphological feature would not be
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sufficient to demonstrate a relationship of the Madang phylum to the Central

lew Guinea macro-phylum.)

The geographic groups of languages listed below may actually be lan-

guage families, or possibly branches of a single family to which a few lan-

guage isolates are more distantly related.

Western and inland Bogia Sub-district Group ('almost all the languages

in Bogia sub-district belong to this one group, with the exception of Monumbo,

and possibly the Gamai speech', Capell, 1962, p.50):

(1) Nubia-Bosngun, with the Nubia dialect spoken on the coast and the

Bosngun inland to or beyond the border of the Sepik District

(2) Gamai, spoken north of Nubia-Bosngun, is possibly not related

(3) Kayam, spoken at the mouth of the Ramu River

(4) Makarub (Mikarew) spoken inland, south of Bosngun

(5) Igom, spoken southwest of Makarub, may be a dialect of Tanggum

(6) Tanggum, spoken east of Makarub

(7) Murusapa, spoken southeast of Tanggum.

East-of-Bogia Coastal Group ("bearing a relationship to each other

that might almost lead one to call them all dialects of the same i.ang'iage .

they are related in many ways to the Tanggum-Makarub group." Capell,

1962, p.52):

(8) Banara

(9) Ulingan

(10) Bunubun
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(11) Vanambere, spoken immediately inland from Ulingan and Bunubun

Mug it and Madang Hinterland Group:

(12) Vaskia (Woskia) spoken by 3,500 p"ople on the northern half of Karkar

Island

(13) Saker

(14) Garus, said to be particularly closely related to languages numbered

(15) through (18) below

(15) Nobonob

(16) TJti

(17) Rempi

(18) Kamba

(19) Amele, with dialects spoken at Girawa (Bagasinl, Lagaha and Harip.

Ramu River Group t;Ilese languages Show points of contact with

Group c [the Western and Inland Group] in structure but very little [but

apparently some] in vocabulary', Cape 11, CA 3.373):

(20) Anaberg

(21) Atemble.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE MADANG DISTRICT

Apart from the languages of the Madang phylum, above, and the

Austronesian languages along the coast, the languages of the rest of the

Madang District the inland central area of the district and the Rai coast

and its hinterland in the south are largely unknown and hence unclassified.
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On the coast of the Bogia sub-district from Kosakosa village, west

of Bogia, east to or a little b.2yong Lilau, are spoken two languages which

are 'clos ,Iyi related to each other. These tw) languages apparently share

some (nicrphologicalr similarities with the languages of the Bogia Group

of the Madang phylum which surround them, since Capell (1962 and CA

3.373) repeatedly implies relationship by speaking of them as part of the

' Bogia group' (e.g., "This short word list [from the two languages in

question, and seven languages of the Bogia Group] shows the groupings

sufficient17 clearly for it to appear that there is a certain amount of inter-

relationship throughout. . -"). However, in other paragraphs they are

explicitly excluded from the Bogia Group. Further comparison may show

that they belong to the Madang phylum or a larger phylum including the

Madang phylum.

The two languages are:

(1) Monumbo, with 209 speakers in 1936

(2) Ngaimbom.

Tribes named in the interior of the Madang sub-district are:

Boskien

Yaben

Parawen.

Tribes on the south side of the Ramu River include the: Aiom

(Aiome).

Languages of the Rai Coast sub-district, in which apparently 'a
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large number of languages exist, spoked in each case by only a few people,

and within very limited areas' (Capell, 1962), include:

Bogadjim, spoken at the head of Astrolabe Bay, as is Bongu, below

Bongu

Sunggum, inland, south of Bongu, as are the following eight:

Mobab

Maipang (Ngaing), with more than 850 speakers

Yaugang

Baru

Asang

Neko, with 182 speakers'

Ndau.

Further inland, on the north side of the Ramu River are:

Aiau (with a question mark on Capell's map)

Domuna

Nahu

Raua, of which Capell says, "There is certainly no link at all between

Raua and either the coastal languages or those of the Ce.ntral Highlands."

(1962, p.56)

On the coast east of Swit are:

Gira

Gumbi

Wab
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Sawi

Mur.

UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES OF THE SEPIK DISTRICT

Little or no linguistic work has been done on most of the non-

Austronesian languages of the Sepik District; for many parts of the district

only the names of tribes or villages are known, and for some parts even

these are unknown.

The following names, with occasional comments on location, popu-

lation or possible relationships with other languages, from Capell (1962),

were obtained from a variety of sources, mostly missionary, some

ethnological, and, more recently, Laycock's survey work, which was

relatively superficial outside the area of the Ndu family (the Middle Sepik).

The languages are listed in a roughly west to east order along the coast

and then in an east to west order back up the Sepik through the interior.

Nori, spoken in a single village

Krisa, also spoken in a single village

Berrxbi., with a population of 1,854 in 1958

Negira, with a 1958 population of 406

Kilmeri, with a 1958 population of 1,886

Kusa, with a 1958 population of 468

Valman, 600-800 speakers

Wapi, spoken inland from Aitape in a large area which had a population of

12,704 in 1949, may include the next four groups listed below as dialects,
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or closely related languages:

Or lei, spoken in and around Lurni in the southern part of the Wapi area

Yapunda, with 200 speakers east of the Wapi area

Lausaranga, with 60C speakers east of the Yapunda

Alatil, with 400 speakers east of the Lausaranga

Mairnai

Wasepnau, spoken south of Aitape in the region of Perembil

Warn, spoken 10 miles southwest of Aitape, is reported to be a different

language than the Warn of the Wewak area

Kamnum, with 2,100 speakers south of the Wapi area

Edawapi, spoken south of Kamnum

Lugitama, with 400 speakers east of the Edawapi

Elkei

Au

Dia

Sinagen

Koroko, spoken on the coast, northeast of Wapi

Pa lei may include as a dialect:

Sarnbu, which has 2,550 speakers

Kombio, with about 1,000 speakers, may include as a dialect:

Alauagat, with 300 speakers

Edagen

Metru, with 600 speakers
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Anamagi, the language of the Anamagi Valley, with 1,000 speakers, may

include as a dialect:

Malek, spoken to the west of the Anamagi

Metan, 500 speakers

Minendon, 400 speakers

Wanap, 750 speakers

Sokorok, 259 speakers

Makarim, 1,500 speakers

Yauan

Rarihi?ip, 100 speakers

Indoginogos ima

Womsak, with 1,000 speakers on the coast

Warn, with 2,000 speakers south of the Womsak a different language

than the Warn near Aitape

Urat, spoken in three dialects by soma 3,600 pecple south of the Warn

Urim, south of the Urat

Gawanga, with more than 4,000 speakers, also south of the Urat

Wosera ( Wosera), spoken between Gawanga and Abe lam (of the Ndu family)

Bumb&ta

Arapesh (But), with a large number of speakers and 'considerable differ-

ences between the dialects ;'; the coastal dialect is But

Muhiang, with 5,000 speakers, is related to Arapesh

Sabari
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Mandi, further east on the coast, separated from the Arapesh by languages

of the Ndu family, is spoken by 80 people who also speak Boikin (an Ndu

language), Terebu. (an Au trones ian language), and Tuma ra, the non-

Austronesian. language spoken immediately inland from them.

Tumara, said to be different from Mandi, above

Kaiep speakers on the coast east of the Mandi also speak Turnara

Muniwara

Bungain

Yaug iba

Kamasau, spoken in about five villages

Urimo

Murik is spoken along the coast west of the mouth of the Sepik River.

Buna is spoken by 935 people inland from Muriic

Angoram is spoken south of Buna in a wider area along both sides of the

Sepik by 3,986 people.

Adjoria, with about 370 speakers, is spoken south of the mouth of the Sepik.

VratTlm, with 126 speakers to the north of Adjoria, is possibly a dialect of

the same language.

Kopar, with 101 speakers, may also be a dialect of the same language, a

language including Adjoria and possibly Watam.

Aion, with about 560 speakers south of the eastern Angoram

Porapora, with about 400 speakers south of the Aion

Gorovu, with 42 speakers south of the Po:7apora
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Kambot, spoken south of the central Angoram

Banaro, with 1,000 speakers south of the Kambot, may be related to Kambot.

Biwat (Mundugumor) is spoken on the Yuat River south of the western

Angoram.

Kaimba- Mongol-Langam, with perhaps 500 speakers in three villages south

of the Biwat

Changriwa, with 462 speakers may be an additional dialect of Kaimba-Mongol-

Langam.

South of Lake Chambri and the languages of the Ndu family, the following

seven names are listed:

Chambri, with a population of about 950

Bisis

Wasare

Watakatowi, with only one village

Mari

Yerakai, with a population of 392

Wogu, with a population of 78.

Kwoma is spoken by 2,231 people on the northern side of the Middle Sepik,

west of most of the languages of the Ndu, family.

Mayo (Yesan-Mayo) is spoken on the Sepik, east of Kwoma.

Wogamusin with 336 speakers on the Sepik west of the Ngala and Mayo, is

the easternmost member of what may be a family of languages spoken along

the Sepik from the Wogamusin to the West New Guinea border.
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Chenapian, with 146 spe kers northwest of the Wogamusin, appears to be

related to Wogamusin.

Iwam, with 1,160 speakers, is more certair'y related to Wogamusin.

The next two languages west on the Sepik, with 668 and 600 speakers,

respectively, are unknown, but reportedly different from each other. To

the west of these two is

Abau, extending to the West New Guinea border, is definitely related to

Wogamusin.

Four languages on which no information is available are spoken in the

Green River area north of Abau:

Amanab

Amini

Yuri

Samenai.

KARIMA PHYLUM

A number of names of non-Austronesian languages spoken in New

Guinea appear in linguistic and anthropological literature without specifi-

cation of the location or classification of the languages.

These include four languages mentioned by Loukotka (CA 3.415) as

comprising a 'Karima Group', here treated as a phylum for reasons com-

mented on under the Mailu Phylum, above.

Karima

Barika
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Kibiri

Dugeme.

61

NON-AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES
PERIPHERAL TO NEV' GUINEA

Bougainville

Little is known of the non-Austronesian languages of northern

Bougainville. They are listed by Capell (1962) as:

Konua, with 19,000 speakers

Keriaka, with 700 speakers

Rotokas, with 1,450 speakers

Eivo, with perhaps 1,500 speakers ,

Southern Bougainville Family

The non - Austronesian languages of southern Bougainville apparently

all belong to the same family. They are reported by Capell (1962) to be

fairly closely related "so much so that in many instances soundlaws can

be stated that apply to all five languages . . . all these languages he ire a

proportion of their vocabulary in common'. The five languages are:

Telei (Rugara, Buin) , with 7,000 speakers

Sibbe (Nagovisi), 3,500 speakers

Naeioi-Koianu, 3,100 speakers

Motuna (Siwai), 5,000 speakers

Baitst (Koromira), 850 sreakers.

Solomon Islands

Several non-Austronesian languages, of which only Bilua is well-
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known linguistically, are spoken on islands of the Solomons. These inr:lude:

Bilua, spoken on Vella Lave lla Island

Banata, spoken by some 800 people on Rendova Island

Kazukuru, at least formerly spoken in northwestern New Georgia, as are
Guliguli and

Dororo, both of which appear to be so closely related to Kazukuru that all
three may be dialects of one language.

Lavukgleve (Laumbe), spoken on the Russell Islands

Savosavo, spoken by several hundred people on Savo Island.

In addition to these, in the center of Santa Isabel Island there are a
number Of small 'bush' tribes whose languages are so little known that it is

uncertain whether they are Austronesian or non-Austronesian. Capell
suggests that they may be non-Austronesian with some loanwords from

Banoni, an Austronesian language (see AI. 6:9.19-20 for a list of these lan-

guages, hesitantly included by as in Austronesian).

Santa Cruz Family

Three non-Austronesian languages are spoken east of the southern

Solomons on the islands of the Santa Cruz Group; these are reported by
Davenport (CA 3.400-2) to be related to each other

(11Reef Island Santa Cruz (Nifi loli, Nivo) spoken by some 3,100 people living
in twenty villages on the Main Reef Islands, with little or no dialect varia-
tion, is less closely related to either of the two languages listed below than
they are to each other.
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(2)North West-South Central Santa Cruz (Ndeni) is spoken on Santa Cruz Island;

the North West dialect of this language is diversified into at least ten sub-

dialects (including Nelua and Te Motu) and spoken by about 2,000 people

living in 26 villages along the northern and western and part of the southern

coasts of the island; however, the South Central dialect of this language

spoken with only minor subdialect differences by 341 people living in three

villages near the central part of the south coast, is mutually intelligible only
with neighboring Northwestern dialects.

(3)South East Santa Cruz is spoken by 171 people living in two villages on the

eastern part of the south coast of Santa Cruz Island.

New Britain and New Ireland

Capell (1962) lists or maps the following non-Austronesian lan-

guages spoken on the islands of New Britain and New Ireland,

New Britain:

Taulil, spoken by a email group on the northern slopes of the Baining Hills

Gaktai (Mali)

Sulka

Idne

Bau

Maseki

Kol

Makolkol

Bileki
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Butam, apparently now extincl.

Baining, spoken by between four and six thousand people with a number of

dialect divisions including Chachat, Uramot, and Asimbali.

New Ireland:

Nusa,

Na,iyama and

Letatan are listed by Loukotka (Classification des Langues Papouls,

1957), as the three non-Austronesian languages of New Ireland, but

Panaras is reported by Capell (CA 3. 375) to be the only non-Austronesian

language which he was able to locate on the island, however, Capell

(1962) indicates another on the map of New Ireland --

Le let.

Timor and Alor

Besides those non-Austronesian languages in the northern half

of Halmahera listed above in the West Papuan phylum, non-Austronesian

languages are spoken on at least two other islands weed of New Guinea

Timor and the neighboring Alor in the Lesser Sundas.

Capell (CA 3. 372) mentions only two of the languages on Timor,

Bunak and

Makassai,

names mentioned in other sources include:

Dagodi

Kairui
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Kemak

Midik

Naumik

Waimaha.

65

The following names are listed for the non - Austronesian langu yes

of Alor by Salzner (1960):

Kelong, including the Makunabern dialect

Pandai

Kabota, including the Hamap dialect

Abui (Barue, Barawahing, Namatalaki), including the dialects: Abui,

Makadai, Kaluiwa, Laral

Kaw41 (Limbur)

Kamdng

Maneta

Wululi

Lumu

Seboda

Kolana-Werstn

Kui-Kramang, including the Malua dialect.
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5.2. The sample of Wantoat sentences which follows was transcribed

and translated by Donald Davis. From this corpus it appears that the vowel

system is_of the 2(FB) over N type (with /1 u/ over /e o/ over / a /); and
that vowel clusters occur (as / ai/ / aiu/ , / ia/ , / iaa/ , / ua/ , / oi/ , and

others) but only restricted length distinctions occur. The low vowel which

doeb not make the FB contrast is written both singly (for short /a/) and as a
geminate (for long /aaj). The relation of the semivowels / w y/ to the high

FB vowels appearing in vowel clusters (/ V before and after /a/ and / of ,

for example, and /u/ in similar environments) suggests that syllabification

is distinguished by the consonantal semivowels. Aside from these semivowels,
and the fricatives / 15 Z/ 9 the remaining consonants stops and nasals

are symmetrical, making the same tLree linear distinctions:

p k

b d

m n

In the transcription which we follow, ng is written for the velar nasal
/3a/ and we also follow the transcription in writing as consonant cluster nasal
plus voiced stop, a sequence sometimes preceded by voiceless stop (as /tncl/ ,

pmbi , /Re); but since the prior two-consonant sequence also occurs by
itself (voiceless top plus nasal), it might be said that this sequenceis some-

times followed by a voiced stop. What does not occur in the observed se-

quences of nasals and stops may be stated as neither /md mg/ nor inb ng/ ,

nor lab ad/ . What does occur in sequences involving both stops and nasals
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is in part homorgaiic,hence, the consonant cluster solution may possibly be

orthographic for an SGC of nasalization which combines with all stops in the

above chart. There remain / psi , which is in contrast to / s/ , and rounded

velars /kw raw/ .

Beside using the transcription of our source, we follow the conventions

explained in other Fascicles of this series for the values of three sy.nbols:

major morphemes (cap M) and minor morphemes (lower case in), and the al-

ternating type of morpheme which functions in some phrases as minor mor-

pheme (HD and in other phrases as major morpheme (M) . But our sample
M m

is insufficient for saying much about the m ~ IsA alternating phrase function
M m

morpheme so often found in Austronesian languages, and in Chinese and SE

Asian languages generally; see Wantoat sentenced (19) and (20), for examples.

So also, we follow these conventions in the explication of the Usarufa sample

(5.3) after the Wantoat sample which follows immediately.

What are called Topic phrase + Comment phrase sentences those

numbered (1) to (10), below are not to be confused with single phrases,

for in single phrase interiors the order is modifier-modified; nor are T-phrase

+ C-phrase sentences to be confused with Subject phrase + Verb phrase sen-

tences. In the following T-phrase + C-phrase sentences, the Comment phrase

includes neither embedded subject nor markers for tense or mode.

(1) The dog is tame.

kamun mbaknga

020 [tame]
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(2) The house 141)114

yot mbuyambam

022210 Ibis.

M M

(3) The food is goaci.

nanam take

food issLoil
M M

(4) The tree is tall.

katapnggom mameya

tz[....=class marker] [la

-

(5) 1 am angry.

mus ipma toknga

(stomach- my] [11211

M - m

tamaita

lei

aom

matapnana

Ramat - subj.) [rnatap- place of origin]

M - m M m
(7) There are no bananas.

sabung wena

[banana] (none)

M M
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(8) There are some sweet c22S2.toes

s ita kundu kaya

[sweet potato some] [have]

(9) His name is Tanoguma.

waapo umana tangguma

[that one name - his] [tang g uma]

M M-m

The phrase interior of the Topic phrase shows modifier-modified order.

In 3entence (10), following, the Topic phrase includes a complex em-

bedded phrase, here enclosed in parentheses:

(10) The name of the one whom the took awa was Yembianana.

waapa take kukingu umana

fk at one (sing. - ta__2t-LELn go -past- 3rd

M-m-m-m M- mM rn - M - in

yembianana

[yembianana]

M

What are called Subject phrase + Verb phrase sentences, as exemplified

by those numbered (11) to (20), in most instances differ from sentences of the

single Verb phrase type (21) to (29) by the addition of a prior Subject

phrase; or staff ad conversely, the single Verb phrase sentences differ from the

two phrase sentences by deletion of the prior Subject phrase. However, whin

an 3-phrase marking person is inchuled, the person is always redundantly
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marked, since an embedded subject is marked in the Verb phrase. However,
it is not certain that the S-phrase can be deleted from sentences (11), (12), (13).
In the case of sentences (14) to (20), native speakers have been willing to alter
what is given here, by deletion of the S-phrase, without Being willing to give
different meanings to the sentences so altered. In E, 11 cases but one, embedded
subject in the V(S)-phrase is marked by a closing suffix, and mode or tense is
marked by a prior suffix;, the exceptional case is found in sentence (17), and is
repeated in sentence (20). There is a restriction on the generalization that the
embedded subject is marked by a closing suffix; this is so when there is but

one embedded sub Jct, but there may be two, as in sentence (26) or rather,
the embedded! subject may be twice marked. The whole Set sentences (11)
to 129) have in common the phrase interior structure of the V(S)-phrase.

(11) it is raining.

sopa tanggak

[rain] (take-continu. - 3rd sing. subj.]

M M m - m

(12) The cassowary multiplied.

ngwanamu mbuyambam s ikut

icassowary - subij [maar. become- past-3rd sing .-subj.]
M - M - m - m

The interior of the V-phrase in this sentence includes two major morphemes, M
(modifier) before M-m-m (modified).
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(13) That little red-headed one quit it.

waakesimnda kusiane nggamanu tekut

[that -one- little - subj (head -one red- subj . )] [sing . ol)Lzsut- past- 3rd sing . stibj

M -m M - m M m m- M- m- m

The interior of the S-phrase in this sentence includes a complex embedded phrase

enclosed in parentheses; the prior M-m-m serves as modifier, and what is given

in parentheees is modified.

(14)w He has become important.

umana buyambam singgak

[name - hisj Elk become-continu. - 3rd singl jaiI21.]

M - m M M - m - m

Here again, in the interior of the V-phrase, the first major morpheme is modi-

fier (M), the second is modified (M-m-m) .

(15) He wanted to fall down.

anda pimananggekut

(3rd sing. - subj.] [fall-deside ative- ate-3rd sing. subj.]

M- m M rn m -
(16) He fell down,

anda pimakut

falli:21stzlEcisirizzELib .71

M-m M-m-m
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(17) He is able fall down.

anda pimananga

3rd E 'fib . -sub [fall -abilitative]

M- m M m
This sentence is only an apparent exception to the generalization given above

for the set of S-phrase + V-phrase sentences the closing suffix marks per-
son. In sentence (17) the closing suffix marks mode explicitly, but person

implicitly; when the S-phrase is deleted the translation remains unchanged.

(18) I don't want to

na mbitaat

fli Ettlike continu. - let sing. subj.]

M - m - m

(19) He did not fall down.

anda ndopimakut

(3rd sing . - subj.j

I don't like it.

M - m rn-M-m-m
M

The prefix for negative in the V-phrase sequence m M - in is a by-form
M

of the free form ndua not which does occur in other phrases, as in sentenceI

(20) where we write the symbol M.
211

)He is unable to fall down.

anda pimananga ndua,

fall-abilitative not
M m M - m

(3rd sinj
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For the closing suffix in the first word of the V -phrase, see sentence (17),

above (M-m). In sentence (20), however, them: are two major morphemes

in the'V-phrase; the first is modifier (M-m) and the second is modified (M).
In

(21) I looked.

kaktn..t

look- ast-1st 67.n

/t1: -m-m

kewe.m

lie -talk

(M-M)

. subj.]

(22) He used to tell lies.

yakakut

talk- continu -past- 3rd sing. subj.]

M-m-m-m

The compound shown by the symbols (M-M) is modifier before what is modified

(M-m-m-m) .

(23) 12Lnangry.

toknga nataat

C[ot feel-continu.-1st sing. subj.]

M M-m-ra

Here again the first .major morpheme is modifier (M), the second is modified

(M-m-m).,

(24) He is lying.

kern yanggak

talk- continue- 3rd sins. subj.]

M M-m-m
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Modifier. (M) modified (M-m-m) .

(25) They are becom very

nggawaknga siknga s ikaing

(stink

(M

. intense become continu

M) M-m-m

The compound shown by sumbols in parentheses (M M) is modifier before the

modified (M-m-m).

(26) I tame in order to eat. My ur ose coming was that I

could eat.

napitude apmbum

[eat -let sing. fut. - purposive come-past- let sins. sutil]

M m - m M -m -m

Here the embedded subject is twice marked in the modifier (prior to the

closing suffix) and in the modified.(with the closing stiLffix marking the (subject).

(27) I want too./ I'm still aware of wanting tom:

kunangge nataat

iso-desiderative know-continu. - let sing . subj .]

M - m M m - m

The embedded subject is not marked in the modifier (M-m), only in the

modified (M-m-m), so also in the following sentences, (28) and (29) .

(28) I came because I wanted to eat.

nanangge apmbum

(eat-desiderative come-past- lst sing. subj.]

M-m M-m-m
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(29) While he was eating he talked .

nayyk yakut

3rd singLe21:21Hnulfactive lams.:2821-. sub..]
M-m m-m-m

In Subject phrase + embedded object Verb phrase sentences, the Object

is marked by an affix either a prefix, as in sentence (30), or a suffix, as

in sentence (31) . when the domain of Object is restricted to person pronoun.

The shape of the embedded object affix is non- identical with the shape of the

embedded subject marker which is generally a closing suffix; the object affix

is never a closing suffix. In sentences (30) and (3.1) the subject is also embedded,

marking .redundantly the 3 lbject of the S- phrase in the V(OS)-phrase, which ex-

emplifieit double embed& tIness

(30) Your dog bit me.

kamunda nasikut

[dog .- your] [1st sing. obj. - bite - past - 3rd sinLsubjj

M- m m-M-m-m
(31) He will cook me some food.

ita sangamik

1.327.4 cook-1st sin . ob' . benefactive-future- 3rd sing:. subj J

M - m

Sentenges (32) to (37) show double embeddedness in marking subject

person and object person in one verb phrase -- V(OS) .
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(32) Wehavel.
nggwandanduamang

[completive-2nd pl. obj. - see-continu. - 1st pl. subj.]

(33) Tell him a lie.

kern iniyo

ale 3rd sing. obj. - tell- 2nd sing. imperative]

'M m- M m
Modifier (M) precedes modified (m-M-m).

(34) I won't tell him.

ndoiniw ik

ne - 3rd - tell- lat sing. fut. subj.]

m -m-M-m
M

(35) I savciotL.

nggandupmbum

[2nd sin . obj . - see- past - 1st s;n subj .

m-M-m-m
The morphophonemics of this language includes replacement of non- similar

representations for a given morpheme; for example the major morpheme here

has the shape -ndup- or -ndu- when preceded by a minor morpheme for em-

bedded first or second person object; elsewhere the same M has the shape

ka- .
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(36) Quit it

teng

(sing. obj. - put - 2nd sing. imper

m - M - m

(37) While he was eating, they were workt at it.

tas iking

[eat-simulfactive sing. obj . -work-past- 3rd pt. subj .]

rn - M - m - m

nayuk

M - m

77

The.modifier (M-m) precedes the modified (m-M-m-m).

Sentences (38) to (42) show Subject-phrase + Object phrase + Verb phrase,

with the latter always including an embedded subject marker. Such S-0-V(S)

sentences are permutable to 0-S-V(S).

(38) He shot his arrow.

anda sakotna yapmbut

[2.d sing. - subj] [arrow - his] [shcetzpast- 3rd sing. subj .]

M -.m M - rn M - rn - rn

(39) Everyone speaks Isighly'of him.

kupmbamnda umana tangenakaing

all-sub' .] [name -his] [take-get up-continu.- 3rd pl. subj.]

M - m M - (M M) - m m
(40) Our dog ate your chicken.

kamunininda taakngga nakut

[dog-our-subj] [chicken -your] [eatzasthilisy,,±EL)..]

M - rn mM - in - M -171
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(41) I will tea the cassowary story.

nata ngwanam kopap yawit

[1st sing. - subj.] [cassowary story] [tell-fut. 1st sin . sub' .]

M m M M M m
In the second or Object phrase, the order is modifier (M) modified (M).

(42) The big birds continue in eating those things.

kwaitmbamu wanin nayuk yuaing

[bird -augz:23,Lub'.] "those] ea- s imulfactive be-continu. - 3rd pl. subj.)

M - m - m M M - m M - m - m

The V(S) phrase shows the order modifier (M-m) modified (M-m-m).

Sentences (43) to. (45) differ from the above set only in that the Verb

phrase includes embedded Object as well as embedded Subject. In (43), the

word including the verb glossed zat. is modifier to the verb glossed die, and

in this phrase two Subjects are embedded; so also in sentence (44), but not in

(45).

(43) .114 fathera.it the fire.
nanata katap tepan

[father-my-subj.] [fire] [3ing. obj. - put-- 3rd sing. diff. subj.

M - m - m M m - M - m

kumbut

die -past- 3rd Bina.]

M - - m
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(44) I saw that my uncle had eaten my yam.

okngata naknga nakutna kakum

[yam -my] [eat-past-3rd sing. -relative see-past- 1st sing.]

- m - M m M - m - m M -m -rn

(45) The big bird ripped up some miam-tree Leaves.

kwaitmbamnda miam tatak nzipmandakngakut

fibird -aug a - subj.] [miam-tree leaf] (pl. obj.-rip past - 3rd sing .]

M - m - m M m- M -m -rn

In the second or Object ph base, the order is modifier (M) before modified (M) .

Sentences (46) to (49) show the profile Object phrase + Verb phrase with

embedded Subject, and sentences (50) to (54) show the profile Object phrase +

Verb phrase with embedded Object as well as embedded Subject. These pro-

files are distinguished only by the differences in the interior of the Verb phrase.

(46) I will eat corn.

sangum napit

corn [eat -1st sing. fut.]

M M - m

(47) I customarily eat corn .

sangum atnanggat

[cm] (assertative - eat - continu. - 1st sing. subj.]

m-M-m-m
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(48) Th....12y cut him ue_and ate him.

waapa matake flaking

[that one] Ecut- ing eat- past- 3rd pl.]

M-m M-m-m

The interior of the second or Verb phrase shows the order modifier (M-m)

before modified (M-m-rn), with Subject marker suffixed to the modified mem-

ber of the phrase.

(49) Thea sang a song like this.

wakumu takngatu anzing talking

[sow focus class marker-one] titiLs skits. ast-3rkpl. subj..]
M m m - M in M - m - m

In the sentences which now follow, with profile 0-phrase + V(OS) phrase,

the number of the embedded Object and Subject is specified in such a way that

the Object is marked redundantly as such, but the number of the Object is

marked uniquely in the Verb phrase phrase for sentences (50) and (51),

singular for sentences (52) - (54).

(50) They are bringing some bananas.

sabung pakapukaing

lbananai E21. ab'. - bring - continu. - 3rd pl . sub'.

M m M -
(51) Did you make some arrows?

sakot pasikuyak

ta.rrovi [pl.. obi. make- past- 2nd sinii. subj.]

M m-M-m-m
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(52) We call that little one Nzit.

waakesimu nzit ngai yenikamang

that slit] [thus 3rd sin b* - tell - continue. -1st 1. sub'

M - m - m m - M - - rn

(53) They are bringing a banana.

sabung talcapukaing

[banana] (en . obj. - bring - p1. subj.]

M m -M-m-m

(54) Give me

ne nam

(1st sing. ref.] [1st sing. ref. - give-2nd sing. imperative]

M- m m - M - m

In one of the preceding sentences, (51), translated Illyou make some

arrows"? , it is the terminal syllable intonation that marks the interrogative.

In sentences such as the following, however lexical selection in the Locational

phrases distinguishes a sentence which asks a question, as (55), from sentences

which give locational information, as (56); but the profile of both these sentences

is L-phrase + V(S) phrase.

(55) Ihrtareysam in"!
nzene kunggayak

(where-to) [go- continu.. - 2nd sies,Lis3-.]

M - m M -m -m
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(56) They there.

unekan apmbing

(there-only] come- alt_321.211111.02i.]

24.4- in - m - m

Sentences (57) to (60), which follow, show the profile Subject phrase +

Locational phrase + Verb phrase with embedded (and redundant) Subject marked,

as welt as number of Subject (uniquely marked). This S-phrase + L-phrase +

V(S) - phrase order is permutable to L-phrase + S-phrase + V(S) phrase. Note

that location in time is counted as one kind of specification appropriate to L-

phrase, as in (58); permutation is the same, whether location is in time or

space

nanamu

food-sts.

M -

(57) The food is in the dish.

ndopanggwene yuak

[dish -class marker - [be-continu. - 3rd sing. subj.

(58) The dog ateLt yesterday.

kamunda kwepna nakut

M - m - m

[021,.......12j .] [yesterday] eat -past- 3rd sin. subj.]

M- M M - m -m

(59) His pig is under my house.

ikwawanata yotna r.makatang yuak

1pig - his - subj.] [house- my underneath [be- continu.. - 3rd sing. subj

M - m m M - m M M - m - m
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(60) That tist bird is there.

kwai matekuga siicnga taketusim undang yuak

Oird little very that-one-little] [there] [be-continu. 3rd
sing . subj .]

M - M - m M M -m -rn

Various profiles include an Object phrase as well as one or two-Locational

phrases, and sometimes even a Subject phrase before the V phrase which is

always in sentence final. Thus, the profile for sentence (61) is O-L-V(OS);

in the Verb phrase the order is first word serving as Object to the second word

(glossed see) .

(61) I saw a little o ossum climb into that tree.

kapmatekngga katap waapakatang kopan

[opossum - little - obj.] [tree that one - into] [go up - 3rd sing.
diff. sub .

M - m - m M M- m M - m

kakum

see-past- 1st subj.]

M - - m

This 0-L-V(OS) profile is permutable to a L-0-V(OS) profile.

The profile for sentence (62) is L- O-L-V(OS), with the first L-phrase

localizing time, and the second L-phrase localizing space. So also in the pro-

file for sentence (63) which is L-S-L-V(S).
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(62) Will zou bring tomorrow?
kwepna kamunda ane takapsa
ltomorrcovv [dog - your] here - to [sing. obj. - bring - 2nd sing.]

interrog.M - m M -m m - M-m

(63) LorsillipsiLe cassowary flew up high.

tupa s iknga ngwanamu enen mb.pmakut
[before very] [cassowary r. ] lup high] [fly-past-3rd sing.]
M m M - m M M - m - m

Sentence (64) shows the profile L-V(S); in the Verb phrase, the modifier
(M-m-m-m-m , including suffix for embedded Subject) precedes the modified
(M-m-m, including suffix for embedded Subject).

(64) The talked about the one who had been there at the very. first.
tupa siknga yt kut nggwende yaking
(Wore very] [be- past- 3rd sin . sub' . -nominalizer-referent talk-past-

3rd pl. subj.]
M M M-m-m-m-m

io`

M -m -m
Sentence (65) shows the profile L-S -O- V(S); in the Verb phrase, the modi-

fier (M-m) precedes the modified (M-m-m, including suffix which marks em-
bedded Subject (redundantly), as well as the number of the Subject (uniquely)).
One tested permutation is to S-L-0-V(S).. Though the interiors of their Verb
phrases differ from (65), sentences (66) and (67) show the same profile, namely
L-S-O-V(S).
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(65) A very long time ago people from across the wa went to ex-

tract salt water.

tupa siltnga opatang nanata nggeya

[before very] [across the way bel.sa&there - subj.] [salt water

M M m M- m

nzitnange kuking

1extract - desid. go-past-3rd pl. subj.]

M - m M - m - m

(66) Long ago the cassowary was like a bird.

tupa ngwanamu kwaitnggwen ndakngakut

[before] [cassowary - subj.] [bird - class marker] [be like - past -
3rd sing. subj.]

M M - m M - m M - m -

(67) The dog ate the chicken in the garden.

piaatang kamunda taak nakut

[garden- in] [dog- subj .] [chicken] [mat- stAin*.]

M - m M m M M - m m

Sentence profile L-0-V(S) for (68) seems reasonable enough (and this is

permutable to 0-L-V(S)), since space is localized. In sentences (69) and (70)

instrumentality is localized in profile L-V(S); alternatively, these latter pro-

files might be symbolized I-V(S).

(68) He shot arrows from there.

undangga sakotnda mutakut

[from there ) [arrow- instrument] [hoot- ast- sing

M - m M - m - m
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(69) He spreads it around with his foot.

yainggatanggak

[foot- his- instrument] s read around - continuative - 3rd sin . sub" .]

M - m - m M - m m
(70) I'll shoot them with arrows.

sakotnda ya pit

[arrow- instrument] [shoot - 1st sing. subj. fut.]

M - m M - rn

Sentence profiles are found in which one or two Locational phrases occur

with two Verb phrases. Thus, 0-phrase + V(OS)-phrase + L-phrase + V(S)

phrase is th* profile for sentence (71).

(71) We will cause that person to fall to the ground.

aminu. waapa tena kepndakane

[person-focus that aile [sing. obj. - put- let pl. fut.] [ground - tpj
M - m - m M- in

pimapik

[fali- 3rd sin . future]

M m

Sentence (72) shows two complex Locational (in time) phrases before

Verb phrasc in an L + L-V(S) profile.

(72) Having cut down and culls% some bamboo, and havii, &zit

them in there and cooked them, they ate.
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kwaiuwa pasike- matake une pamuke

[bamboo cut down - ing cut up - ing] there - in 211,
M M-m M-m m-m m-M-m

sake naking

[eat-past-3rd pl. subj.]

M-m M-m-m

Sentences (73) and (74) begin with complex Locational (in time) phrases

in an L-0-V(S) profile.

(73) After having wa Aked a longarsay. , he became hungryz

ma _siknga kusikanga tomna natapmbut

[far very go- ing-prior action] [hunger-his] [feel- ast- 3rd sing . subiA

M M M m - m M - m M - m - m

(74) After having eaten sugar, I planted taro.

wait nakenga komba kwaikut

(sugar eat- ing - prior action] Ian" [plant-past-1st singr321L*.]

M M - m - m M M - m - m

Sent3nce (74) differs from preceding sentences in being introduced, as

well as concluded, by a Verb phrase in profile V(S) - S L(time)-L(place)-

V(S).

(75) The people who went down came back home

pukuking aminu vggatu yotna

[go down - past - 3rd pl . subj .] tor s on- sum] [again] [house-their]

M - m - m M M M -m:
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apmb.ing

(came-past- 3rd pl. subj .]

M m m
This sentence may be permuted from V(S)-S-L(time)-L(place)-V(S) to V(S) -

5-14place)-Utimc)-V(S).

Sentence (76) differs from the precediag sentences in having two, apposi-

tional, Subject phrases in an S-S-0-V(05) profile.

(76) The bi birds which continued to stay there held a conference.

kwaitmbam.0 yuangga poit

[bird - big - subj.1 [be-contin.- 3rd pl. subj. - nomin. [ conference]

M -,m - m M-m-m-m
tas.iking

(sing. ob1. - do-past- 3rd pl. subi .]

m- M - - rn

Still other sentence profiles are found with two Object phrases but only

one. Verb phrase; the two Object phrases may be juxtaposed, and while one is

a direct Object and the other not, the order of occurence does not determine

the nature of the Object since the order can be inverted in permutations of the

same sentence. Thus the 01-02-V(S) profile of sentence (77) may be permuted

to 02- O1 -V(S); similarly, the 02- 01-V(OS) profile of sentence (78) may be

permuted to 01-02-V(OS) . And tie first three phrases of sentence (79) may

be permuted in all possible ways before the Verb phrase which remains in

sentence-final. Sentence (79)1 as given below, shows the profile S-01-02-

V(OS); its possible permutations are:
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- 02 - 01 -

01 - S - 02

01 - 02 - S -

02 - S - 01 -

02 - 01 - S -

before V(OS)

(77) He is cutting down a tree for a fence,.

ndamane !..atapndaka pasinggak

[fence-referent] [tree-class marker] cut down - continu.- 3rd sing. subj.]

M m M - m M - m - m

(78) I am giving my cowrie shell to you.

89

s ikana ngge nggamunggat

[cowrie shell-my] [2nd sing . -referent] 2nd siag . ref. - give-continu.-
1st sing. subj.)

M - m M - m m M- m - m
(79) My mother is cooking food for the trait.

mingata nanam ikwawae s ayamunggak

[mother-my- subj .] [1224,1 [eigzIsisEns] [cook- 3rd pt. beneficiary-
benefactive- continu .- 3rd.
sing. subj.]

M - m m M M - - m m - - m
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5.3. The Usarufa sentences in this sample are taken from a much larg-

er sample of Usarufa brought from New Guinea to Indiana University by Darlene

Bee who had been working with the Usarufa language for several years. Since

her 1962 publication of Usarufa Tone and Segmental Phonemes (with Kathy

Glasgow, in Oceania Linguistic Monograph 6), Darlene Bee has adopted a

simpler set of contrasts for consonants; but the vowel system remains the 2(FB)

over N type, -.vita the first of two tones (written '/ and / / combining with

the high FB / i u/ the mid FB /e o / , and the low / a/ , while the second tone

appears (in the transcription of sentences we cite) to be combined with three of

the four higher vowels: /ee a / . The transcription of sentences, which we

follow, shows beside, the glottal stop, / "I , three linear distinctions for oral

stops,

/p t ; these are matched by voiced

/brg/.
Two nasals, /m n / , are distinguished, as are two semivowels, /w . Of the

three consonant series (stop, nasal, semivowel), only the nasal series, as an

entire series, appears in consonant clusters: after the glottal stop for /9 n,/ ,

and geminately for both nasals, /nn mm/ . Vowel clusters involve all five vowels,

and in the case of the high / i u/ pair, contrast in some syllabic way with se-

quences in which vowels flank semivowels (as / iy iye iya uy aya aaye/ , and

as uwah; clusters of three vowels are not found unless a geminate vowel (for

length?) before another vowel (as /aadit) is counted as a three vowel cluster.

U geminate vowels are long vowels, the length distinction is restricted; the
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sentences show few instances of identical two vowel clusters (as / as oo

and rather more instances of non-identical vowel clusters (as /ai ae ao i ad eV).

Both vowels and consonants are found in word initial, medial, and final.

Usarufa sentences (1) to (6) consist of a single phraae which we call a

Comment phrase rather than a Verb phrase because, unlike Verb phrase which

includes an embedded Subject, the Comment phrase does not. (The transcription

by Darlene Bee, which we follow, includes hyphen to mark morpheme boundary,

and space to mark word boundary.)

(1) Ws long.

ayaatii-re

floag- indicative

(2) It is big.

and - ne

VAL indicative

M

(3) it is a pig.

p6 - e

Wg- indicative

M - m

(4) It is a house.

naa - ni

(house - indicative]
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(5) The house is big.

and na-ne

11.2k house - indicative

M M - m

As in Wantoat, the phrase interiors of Usarufa show modifier (M) - modified

(M-m) order; a translation which might better point this up is It is a big house

(6) It is a pig.

pd - go - ma

(Big - stative - nom

M

Sentences (7) to (9) show the profile Subject phrase + Comment phrase.

The suffix (m) glossed 'nom' by Darlene Bee is an abbreviation for 'nominal'

rather than 'nominative'. Compare sentence (5), above

following.

(7) The house is big.

naa - mmi and - ne

[house -22. j Ws.- indicative

M m M - m

(8) Is the house big?

naa mmi and nabiyo

(house - nom 12:1- mterrogative]

M ra M-

with (7), immediately
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(9)

karogaro rig - mm4. an6 - ne

[Ltd house - nom] [big_- indicative

M M - m M - m

The red house is big.

93

In the subject phrase the interior order is modifier (M) before modified (M-m).

Other incrtances of S-phrase + C-phrase now follow, with more complex

phrase interiors. Modifier precedes modified in S-phrase of sentence (10),

and also in sentence (11), where the modifier is specified to be the possessor

by suffix (m). In sentence (12), the tentative profile is S-phrase followed by

two C-phrases; a more literal translation might be As for big size, there is a

house that is not.

(10) What is this thing?

maa titgg - 9d n6e - nabiyo

[this thing-nom] what - interrogative]

M M- m M-
(11) Where is the Luluai's garden?

Turdaa - ni y6 - mind nda - ka - rabiyo

[Luluai - poes garden nom] [interrogative - nonspecific loc - interrogative]

M- m - m
(12) The house is not big.

and - mma naa mini r - miye

(MIL- nom) thouse - nomg [negative - aptitivA

M - m

in
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Compare sentences (13) and (14) whose phrases are permutable; the meaning

is not chaligod when what is cited as the second phrase is uttered first, and the

first second.

(13) The house is big.

naa - mm an6 mma

[house - nomg [Mg - nom]

M - m M - m

(14) The moon is big.

wirya - mma and kir) - mma

[moon - nom,] bi moon - nom]

M m M M - m
Subject is embedded in all Verb phrases. Sentences S15) to (19) show

the profile V(S)-phrase i.e. each sentence consists of a single Verb phrase.

(15) He is asleep.

wa - gu - ra - iy - e

[sleep,- stative - 2211 - 3rd per - indic.]

M- m- 211

(16) Were you asleep?

wa gu raa - no

[sleep stative - past - 2nd per subj - interrogative]

m - rn
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(17) I will be dead.

pu - ko - n - un - e

[ die - stative - fut - lst per subi in iiC

M - m m- m -

(18) He has finished eating.

na - to - ka - iy - e

flak- completive - - 3rd per - Indic

M - m - m - in

(19) it is lost.

adyo - k iy - e

lost - stative - 3rd per,- indic]

M - m m-
Sentences (20) to (26) show the profile V(OS) i.e. with Object embedded,

as well as wit? Subject embedded. The eu. zbedded Object may be marked by

an affix (as the embedded Subject always Is), it is so marked in sentence (20).

But the embedded Object may be a major morpheme after a prefix (m-24.4)

i.e. a separate word, as in sentence (21) which would be followed by a

suffix if it were to constitute an Object phrase. In sentence (22), the embedded

Object is mark ad by a prefix, and the word preceding is modifier (M - zn).

In sentences (23) and (25) and (26) the embedded Object is again a separate

word Cm -M-m) ending in a suffix which would permit it to constitute an Object

phrase; however, it is here included in the V(OS)-phrase because it precedes

the verb glossed do which in unambiguous cases also follows the embedded
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Object word e.g. sentences (21) and (24).

-(20) I saw it.

a 6na.-'ra = un - e

[3rd per obj - see - past - let per sP:_".3j - indicative

rn - M - m -

(21) Belp

ti - wa9naa u, - wo

aid do- 2nd sing. - imper .]

111 -M M- in

(22) I will ask

is -ma a - dna - n - u - ne

- m

[hear - nom 3rd per obj - see - fut - I - indicative ]

M - M - m - m

This sentence shows the word order modifier (M-m) before modified (in-M-

m-m-m) .

(23) I am sad.

ti mmi ki - iy e

- liver - nom Ares cunt - do - 3rd per - iodic

M 121 - M- m

(24) He is verunuch afraid.

dat Ori ki ga - iy - e

L3rd pers,221.1 ear zeinr Ares cont burn - 3rd per - Ludic]

in M - in
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The word-order here is embedded Object (m-M) modifier (M) , modified (m-M-

m-m) .

(25) He is angry .

- ya - mina tii? kg - ly - e

[3rd per pose - intestines - nom bad -res cond - do - 3rd per subj -

m - M - m M m - M- m
The word-order is embedded. Object (m-M-m), modifier (M), modified (m-M-m-m

(26) He is very angry.

a - ya - mma kg - mara. - iy e

other 3rd per pose - intestines - nom pres cont- Eat - 31c1._ener subs - indic

m

The word-order here is modifier (M) before modified which is embedded Object

(m-M-m) and finally the Verb (m-M-m-m) .

Sentence (27) shows the profile separate Subject phrase + V(S) i.e.

Verb phrase with embedded Subject; when the Subject is not embedded, we dis-

tinguish the phrase as a Comment phrase (see above) rather than as a Verb

phrase. Accordingly, the profile for sentence (27) is S-phrase + V(S)- phrase,

while the contrasting profile for sentences (28) to (30) is S-phrase C-phrase.

(27) There is a big house.

an6 na-mma - iy - e

bi ho nom] [pres cont - do - 3rd per - indicative]

M M - m m - M-
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(28) There is no big house.

an6 na-mn2a r - miye

(12ig ho none] [negative - aptitive]

M M M -m
(29) That is not edible.

mi

[that king. - nom] Liu - eat_ thing - indicative

M M- m ( m - M - M) -

td9tid - 9d r - ndi - yetaa - re

M
(30) Is the round leaf edible?

I 11

tee ana-ma ndr - ydtdd - rgbry6

(round leaf -nom Leat - thing - interrogative]

M M- (M - M) -

Sentences (31) to (33b) show profile S-phrase + V(S) phrase, with the Verb

glossed do in each sentence and appearing as modified after modifier(3) glossed

bia. (31) or bad (32) or noise (33a) or dirt yea (33b). Sentence (34) has its

V(OS) interior serving as modified after the modifier glossed liver i.e.

liver do is literal for feel sorry.

(31) The house is big.

naa - mmd an6 Ice iy - e

(house - um] Da pres cont - do - 3rd per - indicative]

M- M m rn
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(32) The place where he sleeps is messy.

we -nt wa-rna. - pa - tan urni- gu-ra- iy-e

ibs-pose sleep - 3rd per subj loc - norm [bad do- stative- past- 3rd eer subj-
indic]

(33 a) The dog is barking.

iyg - mmg wgg - 9a k - iy - e

0.21 - nom] [noise-nom pres cont - do - 3rd_pers sub - indic]

M - M - m _ M -

:,..)o) The woman's clothes are very dirty.

aara - go - ni ungg - kg9tt, - ma prpryaa Sri

[woman - stative - es bas - skirt - nom] [dirt very

M- M-
- iy - e

pres cont - do - it - indic]

m -M - m - m

Here the interior of the Subject phrase also shows the order modifier (M-m - m )

before modified (M-M-m).

(34) Don't feel sorry for me!

e.- mg a-ru-tgbg -mg i-uma-tikaa-o

fiou-nom] [your-liver-about-nom 2.2.tr(10- let per benefactive - 2nd per subj -
imperative

m m - M m -m (M-M-m-m-m)
In the following profiles, there are intervening phrases (Object or Locational
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or Time)- between the Subject phrase and the Verb phrase .

Sentences (35) and (36) have S-iphrase + 0-phrase + V(S) phrase profile.

(35) The irl who alwa s het s me is washin m dishes.

tr - wa9naa tr - wa9naa inaaru-go-ma ke-tr tggpe-9a tete

[my - aid 2r2y - adl- stative-noml [1-29ts chet-32oL ...]m (mull

on - NI in - zin) M- in -m M-m M-m M

ki - iy - e

prey cont - do - 31102 - indic]

m _ m - m

The S-phrase order is modifie (reduplicated m-M) before modified (M-m-m);

the 0-phrase is modifier (M-m) before modified (M-m); and the V(S)-phrase

is also modifier (M) before modified (m-M-m-m) .

(36) I ampositively going to stuff myself with food!

ke - mg agwa -9a ngi9 ndi9 o - n - d - po

[I - nom] [food - nom] [eat eat do - fut - I - certitive

M - rn, M -m (M M - - m -

The V(S) phrase interior shows the order modifier (reduplicated M) before

modified (M-m-m-m) .

Sentences (37) to (40) show the profile S-phrase + L-phrase + V(S) phrase.

(37) Five bi. sweet otatoes are cookin in the ashes at the fire.

ti -Iyaa-pa9 an6 kamaa-ma ira-re' -9g

Eone L - hand - loc ting sweet potato -nom [prey cora-cook
in-ashes-stative-
3r4.2.em

CM m - M - m) M M - m M-m-m ism-M-m-m-m
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(38) A lot of people were in our garden.

net 9 dgrd-wdg-n xi y6 -pi -9d mdi?

[plenty wornan-man-nom] [1st per -A -mos! garden-loc-nom] be

M (M- M- rn ) M- m- in m - rn - M

u-raa-e

do-past-therizicI..cl

M- in -m -in

(39) Four children are crtingia_your house.

kaaya-ti kaaya- iygp6-ma e-ni naa-e pa-9a

two -with two-with child-nom] [2nd per- asE house- inside-loc-nom]

(M-m M-m) M - rn M -m M - rn - M-171

ibi -9a kg-yaraa-e

Eax - nom pre s cont-move-they- indic]

M - rn rn - M - rn m

(40) I think the reen snake left the forest of Ka u.

yaa-ina iraakabaayaa-ma kaagd yaa-yu-9noba-ke

(tree-leaf snake-nom] [tall tree-collective-inside-from]

(M-M) M-m M M-m-m-m
k6u-ra-ra

ao-patit-aat-fut- 3rd per- indicl

M-m-m-m-m-m
The translation 'I think' is equivalent to an alternative for 'probably' which is

expressed literally as past-future.
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Sentence (41) shows the profile S-phrase + T-phrase + In.' -phrase, and

sentence (42) differs only in the phrase interior of tit.; last phrase a c.,-

phrase without embedded Subject.

(41) The man will return in one month.

waa-g6-m£ mOra wiyo-ma yauwar yr- n- ire

man -stative-nom] one month-nom] [circle come-fut-3rd Per eubi-Indic]

M - m - m M M - m M M7m-m-m
(42) Your bed is good now.

e-nr war-ydiri-m£ Mt - ?a ira96-ne

Em-zoss ale ep7table- nom] (now-nom] [goal- indicativel

M- mM m M M ea M m
The following profiles show the sequence S-phrase + V(S) phrase preceded

by another phrase (Object or Time or Locational or Concomitant).

Sentences (43) and (44) exemplify profile 0-S-V(S).

(43) I am familiar with the directions for making a string bag.

ungg ke-m£ rta- ra- un- e .

02L at talk-not j [I-nom] [hear- last -I- indicative

M M -m M - m M - m - m -m

(44) I don't know where he went.

we-nr ko-rna-pa- 9a ke-m£ r- ma ra- une e

21-29m go- 3rd ar-toc-norn] nom] Ineg -nom he a r7 eat- I- indicative

M - m M-m-m-m M - m M m M-m-m-m
Sentences (45) to (47) exemplify profile T-S-V(S).

145) Now the good stick is broken.
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- 9a ira96 yata-mma

fnow -nom (122c1 stick-mm] [break-staff-p aiLt-Irdzer - indicative
M - m M M - m M-m-m-m-m

(46) This little child is always afraid of me.
aati aati-md maa pdi9yd rydp6-rni
[always always-nom this lade child -nom fear-let per benefactive-

r per- Indic
(M M-m) M M bit - m M-m-m-m

(4 ?) My helper is not here now.

rbe- 9a tr-wa9naa-go-ma ( -ma e

(=ram) [my- aid- stative-nom] Lie -nom be- 3rd 212: - inucLiEj

M - m m-M-m-m M-m M-m-m
The profile L-S-V(S) of sentence (48) may be expanded to L-S-0-V(S)

of sentences (49a) and (49b)

(48) The one who was sick went down and stayed at the hospital.
karr-ndi-6-pd-9d karr k- i-ka- na- ko-ma
sickness -house-elace-loc-noml sickness pres cont-3rd

3rd per subj-one-staff -norj
M-M-m-m-m

ku-ka-td- iy- e

[so down- dew-past- 3-cisers subj- ludic]

(M-M-m-m-m)
(49a) I killed a snake where I was eating.

m-m-M-m-m-m-m

ke-tr una-pa- 9

M-m

ke-mi iraakabayaa-mi ikg- ka- un- e

eat-let per eubj-loc-nom] fi-nom] (snake} -nomi

M-m

shit-2211:115er

M-m-m-m
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(49b) I like my new house.

ke-tr id& naa-o-pa-taba ke-rid ti-mu-9d ki-rnara-un-e

[I -pass new house-place-loc-,abaft] [I-nom] [my -seed-nom] [pres cont-ast
I- indic]

M-m M M-m-m-m M - m m - M - m m- M -rn -m

Possessor precedes other modifier when both occur, as in the first bracket of

this sentence.

Sentence (50) exemplifies the profile concomitant phrase - S-V(S).

(50) The people used to sleep with animals.

war -was -Kara pó- iya-kara waa-yd-kd-ma wad-wao-miye

Eat possuin-with 2ir dor with] [man-collective-at-nom] [iteezcustornarrtlity:
emphatic aptitive]

(M-M icri) (M-M-m) M-m-m-m M-m-m-m
The first word of the first bracket is a compound meaning wild animals, the

second a compound for domestic animals; the two compounds are used together

for animals in general.

Profiles beginning with Object phrase, as in sentences (51) to (55), or

with Locational phrase, as in sentence (56), or with Time phrase, as in sentence

(57), all end with Verb phrase, either V(S) or V(OS) .

(51) I remember your dog's name .

e-nr iyd-k6-nr d-wi- 9a t- di- ka9 ma.-kd-un=e

lx91.1-2121 Acs-agent-post his-name -nom lay-ear-at

M- m M-m-m m- M- m - M- m M- m-m-m
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(52) What are you brin

n6e-na-9 ma-me ke-ye-n-o?

what- it -nom [get -take prey cont-come-you- interrogative]

M-m-m (M-M) m-M-m-m
(53) Come and get your money!

e-nr moni- 9a ya-mayaa-o

Ex22-pose money-nom] [come-take-2nd per- imperative]

M - m M - m (M-M-m-m)

(54) Bring a dozen ears of corn!

nae-ka-mg t- rtau- pa- ke kaaya9 ipggtari-ma
[my-hand-at all-at-nom mw-loc-from two corn-nom]

(m-M-m M-m-m m-M-m-m M) M-m

ma-me i-yo

ius:tke come- 2nd per- imp]

(M-m) M-m-m

105

(55) Yesterday we saw sixteen pigs.

ti-ygg-ka nae -ka- mg mfir a t- itau- 9a aba-pa-ke-mg mara
[my.- hand -at all-at-nom one ray-foot-nom M-loc-from-nom one

(m-M-m M-m-m M m-M-m M-m-m-m M)

po-ma yim-dne-ta-unta-e

pig -nom] [them- s ee- ye s te rdar we- indicative

M-m m-M-m-m-m
The gloss M-loc-from-nom) refers to M morpheme aba- <abamg, meaning
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the space between the branchings of a tree.

(56) Where were you born?

nia-ka-ra9 ma- rdka- ra- iy- o

interro ative-nonspecific loc - nom] (221-benefactive 2nd per -past- 3rd per,
subj- interrogative]

M - m - m M-m-rn-m-m
(57) Day before yesterday he paid us a visit.

ayukdba- 9a nammi- 9 ri- iy-e

[day beforey.ch)r - nom] [via it-nom come-past- 3rd per subj- indic]

M - m M - m M- m - m - m

Pairs of phrases precede Vbrb phrases, as T-0 permutable to 0-T in

sentences (58) to (61); L-0 permutable to O-L in sentences (62) and (63);

and T-L permutable to L-T in sentences (64) and (65).

(58) He just broke the good stock.

me- 9a ira 9 6 yata-mma ta- iy- e

Enow -nom [good stick-nom] [break- past- 3rd per- indicative

M - m M M - m M-m-m-m
(59) At his coming we'll cook a big feast.

we-n r . y-rna-tao- 9a

Ile-pose come- 3rd per subj-time-nom l [los feast-na] [cook-fut- let p1
indic]

M - m Ast - m- m - m

anion oni- 9a agaya-n-t:nata-e

AA

.1%
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(60) When did they-two give you that land?

nda- rag taora- 9a mi mdri-md d-mi-kaa-y-o

[interrogative-at time-nom] [that land-nom] [you -give- past-n_ let per
dual- interrogative]

10?

M - M - m M -m m-M-m-m-m
(61) Sing the song once more.

i -mi mara tao- 9a ti-yo

029z-nom] one time-nom] [sax- 2nd per sub j- Lisa.]

M - m M M - m M - m - m

(62) Go put that food in the kitchen - the food cooker's place.

adwa- 9a agar-na-ko-ni naa-a-pa- 9a min adwa- 9a

(food-nom cook- one- stat ive- pass hous e- plac e - loc -nom] [that food-nosji

(M-m

ko-maraa-o

M-m-m-m) M-m-m-m M M-m

[12-214: 2nd per - irnper.]

(M-M-m)

(63) Kill the pig in the garden.

p6-ma y6-pd-?d ikamu-wo

WI:nom] [garden- loc-nom] 324.ye r obkhit- 2nd per subj-im2j

M - m M - m - m m - M m

(64) When he is well he will go up and stay at hie own m e .

kar d-rdkd-ku,-'ra- kanaa-mi

(sickness heal-Ilipesve:stative-plelt-3?.dyer subj time-nor&

M M m m m M - m
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wen a-mdi-pa-9a ya-war-n- iy- e

his s - area- loc-nomj [go up-,sissa-fut- 3rd per- i:.c1

(M-M-m-m-m)

(65) Tomorrow they will have a discussion over there.

epi-bd-9d abdydd-ma wataa wataa o-no-e

ovar there-loc-nom] [morning-nom] [talk talk do-fut- 3rd pl aubj- Indic]

M - - m M - m (M M) M-m-m-m

The following two clause sentences have identical embedded Subject in

each Veyb phrase in sentences (66), (67), (68), and (72); or a general same.

subject indicator for, one of the two clauses, as in sentences (69), (70), and (71).

(66) He is dead so he does not talk to me .

pu-ku,-rd-na ti-md r-ti-m- iy-e

Edit- stative-eatt- 3rd per subj .1 / [talk-nom neg. -1st per obj-Eive- 3rd per subj-
indic]

M - in - m M - in in-m-M-in-in
M

(67) If I had seen it (but I didn't) I would know.

a- 6na- una- raa iti-naa dxnae

[3rd per obi-, see-121 per sul21-cond] / [hear-iut d6-,let per subj-aptit.ve

in - M - in - rn M - m M- m - m

(68) If I cook, I will be able to eat .

ke aga-ind ke na-ndd d-nae.

W. [cook-win / f eat -fut do- liter as.]

M m M M-m M - in - m
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(69) He will pour out the water and drink it.

vie -mg no-mmg atr-rna ng-n- iy- e

1129-nom] [water -nom [pour, -.same subj] /1 Leal- fut- 3rd per subj- indicj

M - m M - m M - m M-m-m-m
(70) I will peel. the sweet potato and eat it.

ke-mg kamg4.-ma pti - ma na-n-tin-e

ft -noml [sweet potato-nom] [peel -same subj] / /[eat -fut- lst per subj - Indic]

M- m M - m M - m M-m-m-m
(71) When he cut his hand he didn't cry

a-ygg-ma kgrg-ma ibi -9 iy- e

1.321:1 per poss-hand-nom] LEA-same subj 1/ [cry-nom all: 3rd per subj-
indic]

m - M - m M m M m M-M-m-m-m

(72) Because I hadn't eeled it I couldn't eat it.

naiy6bg9 r-ma pure - ?a ina-naa u-nae

[formerly -aj rsm-nom peel lst per subj] //lneg-eat-fut do- lst per subj-

M - m M - m M-m M-M-m M-m-m

The following two clause sentences have non- identical embedded Subject

in each Verb phrase.

Sentences (73) to (76) dhow profile V(S1) // V(S2)

(73) When he cooked it I ate.

aga-tg- imrna na-rg-u.n-e

[cook -past- 3rd per subj.."' / Leat -past-lst per subj- indic]
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(74) When he cooked it, I was eating.

aga-t$- imma k6-na-un-e

(cook -past- 3rd per subj) / [Ernes cont-eat-lst per-indic]

M - m - m m-M-m-m
(75) When he cooks, I eat.

agayg- imma na-r£ -un-e. .

[cook-3rd per subj] / Leat-past - lst per - Indic]

M - m M-m-m-m
(76) When he is cooking, I will eat.

k-ggaya- imma na- r g- un- e

Epres cont -cook 3rd per sub' // [sat aajit - let per subj- Indic]

m - M M M171-111-M

Sentences (77) and (78) show profile S1-V(S1) / S2-V(0S2).

(77) If he comes you will be able to see him then.

we kum- imma a a-6na-ne o-nae

he come down-3rd subj] / [you] olj-see-fut do-you-a g

M M - m M nl. - M - m M - m - m

(78) If he comes I will be able to see him.

we yd-na-raa ke a-6na-naa dnae

[come-3rd per subj-cOnd] / /W [3rd per obj-see-fut do- lst per subj -a g

M M-m-m M m - M - m M m - m

Sentence (79) shows profile S1-V(S1) / L-V(S2).
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(79) If I had a care I could go to Goroka.

ke -tt kggri wa- i- kakaatatt kgroka-pa koo-ngg

[1st per-poss car [132-3rd per subj-cond] // [Goroka-1.221 [go-fut

M - m M M - m - M - m M - m

ti-nae

do -1st per subj-aat]

M - m - m

Sentence (80) shows profile V(0S1) 1/ L-V(S2).

(80) Ifrou like, come to my house.

a-kg- ina-ma ke-tr naa-e-pa.- 2

[2.6' .:Alr subj -cond] // [1-2.221;_ house- ins ide- loc-nom]

m-M-m-m M - m M - m-m-m

i-yo

Lome- 2nd per subj-Lna]

M - m - m

Sentence (81) shows profile T- V(OS1), / V (S2).

(81) When he hit us we two did not cry.

naty6-bg9 t- ilcam- imma ibi- 9g

[formerly -at obj -hit- 3rd per subj] / [cry-nom

M m - M - m m

r-ya-ka-uy-e

ile&-prrast-lst dual sub.- indic]

M - m m - m
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The remaining sentences show that when the Subjects of the two clauses

are different, the Subject of the second clause may be embedded in the first

as well b s in the second clause.

(82) He cooked, it, so I ate just now.

agayd-ita- 9 na-rd-un-e

fcook- 3rd per subji 1st per subjV [eat-Et-1st per subj-indic]

M - m - m M - m - m

(83) He cooked it, so I an eater

aga-td-ita- 9 ki-na-un-e

[cook- .221/L3rd per subjr 1st per subile [pres cont-eat-lst per-indic]

M-m-m-m
(84) He cooked it, so I ate.

aga-tg-ita- 9 na-rg-un-e

LTA-past- 3rd per subj.]: lstper subj // Leat -past -1st per subj-indic]

M-m-m-m M-m-m-m
(85, a is cooking, so I will eat.

k- ggaya- ita- 9 na- rg- un- e

[pres cont-cook-3rd per subji 1st per subj2 ] /1 [eat past-lst per subj-indic]

m-M-m-m M-m-m-m
(86) He cooked it and I will eat.

aga-tg-ina- 9 na-n-dn-e

[cook-past- 3rd perssAL sad 1 -1 e.2112'2] // [eat-fut- 1 at per e g. eira-

M - m-m-m m - in - m - rn
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(87) He will cook it and I will eat.

agar-if- ina- 9 na-n- Un- e

[cook-32c1. EerJLi] 1st per subj2 / Leal-fut- lst per subj-indicl

M m - M-m-m-m
(88) He is cooking it and I will eat.

k-ggaya- ina- 9 na-n- Un- e

[pres cont-cook-3rd per subji- lst per subj2] / Leal-fur- lat per subj-indic]

m-M-m-m M-m-m-m
(89) If he cries she won't give it to him.

ibi- yard- ina-na-ma r-a-mi-n- iy- e

rau-nom cla- 3rd per subji-31±_per subj2-condi // [nom- 3rd per obj-give-
fut- 3rd per subj- indic]

M M - m - rn - m m - -M-m-m-m
(90) He's eating and I'll come later.

we k4-na- ina- 9 ange-ka9 ye-n-Un-e

he [pres cont-eat- 3rd per subji-ist per subj2] 1/ [later-all [come -fut- 1st per-

M-m M-m-m-m
(91) If I tell him (to) he will cook.

ti-md a-md-na-na-ma

[talk-norn] [3rd per obj-give-1131per subjj-3rd per subj2 -cond] /

M - m m - - m -

agayd-n- iy-e

cook -fut- 3rd per subj- indic]

M rn - m - m
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ti-me.

(92) Tell him to come.

a-m-rna-na y- in- o

',talk-nom; ob*-gims-2nd per sub, 3rclart314* / [come- 3rd per subj-
imperative)

M - m m-M-m-rn

ti-md

(93) You will tell him and he will come.

M-m-m

a-m-rna-na yr-n- iy-e

[talk -nom ] [3rd per olj-size-b_rd2er subjr 3rd per subj2] / [come-fut-3rd per-
sub- indicj

M -m m-M-m-m M-m-m-m
(94) He hit the two of us so we cried.

ndry6-bag t- ilcam- ita-ka

[formerly-12d [let per obj-hit-3rd per subji-iltper dual subj2] /I

M -m m-M-m-m
ibi-9d ya-kg-uy-e

iczx-nom] [cry- East- 1st dual sub"-iniLci

M m M-M-m-m
(95) Later he will come from Ukarum a and we two will o to Kemi u.

ande k we-md Likdrdd-pa-ke kum -ifia -ka

[later-at] Da:nom] [ukarumpa-loc-from] [come down- 3rd per subjilst per
dual sub2

M - m M -m M - m - m M - m - m

larnfri-pa 9 ko- y -dy-e

[Itemiyu-losi [go :fa-1st per dual sub- indic]

M-m-m-mM - m
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